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S.A. Rallies Spark At Sit In
students "won't leave until the
trustees guarantee in writing that
they'll divest ail South Africa-tie- d
stockholdings."
The occupation was still going on
four days later.
Nessen, who has been directing
campus protest against South
rested if that's what it takes," African apartheid for the last
reported Josh Nessen, national stu- several years, thinks this spring's
dent coordinator of the American activities were "definitely the bigCommittee on Africa (ACA), by gest in terms of participation and
phone from inside the besieged militancy."
building.
Others, however, report it wasn't
Cloistered on the steps of Columbia the same oh their campuses.
Participation in this year's naUniversity's administration
building--in 1968 it was the site of a tional South Africa Day of Action
bloody student occuptaion pro- was the same, or lower, than last
year's levels, they say.
testing the Vietnam War-t- he
In past years, Nessen has tried to
students beat drums and chanted:
Divestment. increase student interest in aparWhat do we want?
When do we want it? Now. When we theid by tying rallies and workshops
to activities of the
gonna leave? Never.
One day into the occuption, which power movement.
But with rising violence in South
began as part of the annual April 4th
"Day of Action" oncampusesnation-wide- , Africa and a tremendous increase in
Nessen promised the 200 or so publicity in the United States.
On some primed campuses 'absolutely nothing happened' during
Protest Day
New York, NY (CPS-"I- 'm
looking out over about 250
students who have chained the doors
shut and are blockading Hamilton
Hall, and we're all prepared to be ar-

;:(
"
V,

anti-nucle-

Jager To Conduct

ar

nrerftoted this snring'S an
protests
nual campus
would draw recora nam Den oi student supporters.
"It's hard to say this year is twice
as big. but it's close, and it's much
better coordinated ana organizes..
Nessen added.
Jesse Jackson, for example, drew
7,200 students to an
speech at Harvard. Many attended
an all night vigil outside the administration building there.

Nhuii

anti-aparthe-

id

anti-aparthe-

University of

id

Wisconsin-Madiso-

n

students marched on a nearby
Krugerrand (gold coins marketed
by the South African government)
dealer.
.
Over 800 University of Pennsylvania students protested their
school's investments in firms that do
business in South Africa, while an

estimated

300

students marched at

Yale and an equal numer staged

rallies

at Dartmouth

and the

Univesity of Iowa, the ACA reports.
Continued on Page II

Author Pisor Visits Wooster

winner of the
ing the only three-tim- e
American Bandmaster's Associaby DAN ROZMIAREK
tion's Ostwald Award.
The choice for the guest conductor
Robert Pisor, a 1961 graduate of ed the reality of war and shared American soldiers and learned some
of the American mentality and said,
was made by Dimer because, "he The college of wooster and now a some of his stories and impressions.
On his third day in Vietnam, Pisor "The people fighting this war were
hadn't been here before...The Scot TV correspondent and analyst in
fighter." Pisor has
Detroit, spent Monday and Tuesday went out on a mission with a tank not the hero-typ- e
band has been having a guest conJager.
of
the way the war
They
critical
become
driving
started
years...I
along
a
unit.
raiswere
ten
College
at
week
of
The
talking
about
for
this
'This concert has a lot of varie- ductor
road through rice paddies until was fought. He calls it "arrogance
ty," said Nancy Ditmer, the direc- with Jager because I knew him from with students in classes, delivering ed
convocation, and signing .copies of they came to a clump of trees about of power" and said, "W. believed
tor. "I'm pleased with the way it's Iowa andl liked his music."
the bombs could do it alL" Pisor
1500 yards to the side of the road.
his
book in the bookstore.
coming
back
coming...It was tough
I spent a lot of time these two days The tanks turned and charged right said that the United States made the
The concert, featuring the
after tour, but I think the band will
bagpipers and Scottish dancers as talking with and listening to Mr, through the rice paddies toward the same mistakes the French made,
meet the challenge."
"down to the nickel." Pisor even
conguest
well as a trumpet trio and Jager, Pisor. He came to speak to my Viet tree.
Robert Jager, the
"I don't believe the Comductor, is the director of music and will be held at 2:30 instead of the nam War history class, I listened to As they passed the farmer whose said,
mander in Chief has learned the
theory and composition at Tennesee evening, as in the past. "I hope that him for an hour in the bookstore, and fields were being torn up, Pisor look- lessons
of Vietnam."
had an exclusive interview ed back and saw a look of hatred in
Technological University in will increase attendance. I'm hop-to even
eyes.
the
Monday
golf
on
looked
farmer's
afternoon
Pisor
parents
the
able
will
be
more
ing
that
Cookesville. Jager has conducted
Pisor has taken an interest and
course. Robert Pisor is a very in back, said. "I learned fifty lessons
throughout the United States, come," Ditmer commented.
teresting person and shared some of about the war that day. It was a concern for Vietnam veterans and
"The concert has a lot of varieCanada, Japan and Europe. He has
complete revelation as to how we said that "a dishonorable war has
and ty. ..there's something for his experiences with me.
won a number of honors
Mr. Pisor talked a little bit about were fighting the war."
Pisor been placed on the shoulders of
awards for his music, including be-- everybody," Ditmer claimed.
his experiences at the College of recalled that he was "drastically honorable men." Pisor was pleased
to see the public taking a greater inwooster. Pisor was a History major changed."
Pisor revealed many lessons that terest in Vietnam and what it means
at the College and wrote his senior
I.S. on how major writers during the he learned from the Vietnam War. for future American policy. He said
1920's influenced the ideas in socie- "In Veitnam,
the people were it is important to learn what is going
ty. Helen Osgod was his advisor and neutral or on their side. We were the on. Pisor said that "Vietnam vets
In reference to the will not let their sons go to war lust
he remembers not being a very good bad guys."
program,
pacification
he
did
all
He
"we made like that."
I.S.
said
that
student.
entire sections of which are devot the research but waited until the last scenes in Vietnam that looked a lot
Robert Pisor is in the orocces of
by JONATHAN BARCLAY
family.
and
home
to
her
ed
like those scenes of Germans writing a fiction novel about Vietto
writing.
minute
start
para
Waterman also read irom
Fiction writer Bill Van Wert and
Robert Pisor was a member of rousting Jews in Poland." Pisor nam which will be out in a year or
poet Cary Waterman were this tially completed series of poems on Seventh Section during his four spent most of his time with two.
uid west cnaracier, years at the College. He played in
year's featured writers at the 1985 the real-lifWooster Literary Festival, April u Calamity Jane. This unusual wom- tramural football with his sec i nand
an lived as. a man for periods of her remembers having a very good
and 12.
As nart of the Festival. Water life, successfully experiencing the team.
Pisor was very proud of
man read about 20 new and pub male part of her world. Through Seventh Section and said, "We had
lished poems, and van wen reaa a poetry and research to separate the best damn section on campus."
repent stnrv. "The Arm and Ham truth from legend. Waterman is
I
After Pisor graduated, he went to
mer Meets the Pillsbury Dough seeking to reconstruct Calamity work
went
Columbia
to
NBC
and
for
reaamg Jane's psyche and revive this womBoy," in a
University School of Journalism. He
Thnrcriav evening.
an's perceptions and reactions.
said that his Wooster education in
the
in
professor
Waterman, an adjunct professor Van Wert, a
was very helpful and that it
general
at Mankato State University in Department of English at
Is important to learn a broad spec-tur- n
Henry
O.
Prize
an
one
puousnea
volis
Minnesota, has
topics. What helped him the
for one of his short most ofwas
ume of poetry, "The Salamander runner-u-p
the extensive research and
Miur.tinn and Other Poems" stories. He has published one book, writing that
he did at The College of
chap-booExpectant
Fathers."
her
Thaw,"
for
"Tales
(1980). "First
Wooster.
and
Arm
story,
of
"The
His short
a very short collection
poems, was published in 1975. dome Hammer Meets the Pillsbury
After Columbia. Pisor went to
nt her work has anneared in the Dough Boy" takes place in a Florielderly
by
work
for Detroit News and from 1967
inhibited
Re
park
Wooster
da trailor
third issue of "The
he was a war corresponretirees. Narrated by Hiram, a to
view."
Vietnam, Pisor
the
Vietnam.
in
of
story
dent
tells
greatly
the
resident,
draws
work
Waterman's
toward
his
attitude
thanced
nid.
of
the
idiosyncrasies
experifamily
stresses and
from her home and
up with a strong
war. He had grown
.
ences. Waterman's children and relationships among the residents.
by interest ana intrigue in war ana iL.
uie
activities outside her home played The binding ideas are expessedconmilitary. He said that he went to
his
commentary
and
newer,
Hiram's
a significent role in the
"an unthinking Author, foreign correspondent, Detroit TV anchor and Wooster
unpublished poems she chose to clusions about the nature of intima-o- v Vietnam in 1967 as
Pisor during a book signing session in the Florence
with
the American alumnist Robert
nH the effeet of various levels hawk, fascinated
read Thursday. The poet also read
bookstore-Phot- o
by. William Townsend. ......
otperonaJltnygly.? m.enj .on people. warjoaqhuie.", Pisor quiciujr learn-,- ; O. Wilson
The Wooster Scot Concert Band
will be presenting their final performance of the year on April 28th,
beginning at 2:30 p.m. The concet
will be held at McGaw Chapel and
wil feature guest conductor Robert
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EDITORIAL

Financing
Education

A College

In the last issue of the Wooster Voice a letter
by Senate Minority Whip Charles Butts was
published.
The letter contained a resolution to be submitto
the Ohio Legislative body which dealt with
ted
"very
real penalty that students of middle
the
income families pay, with respect to student aid."
The bill as it is drafted "proposes a state
guaranteed loan and state sponsored work study
program for qualifying Ohio residents attending
d
public, private, technical and community colleges." At this point the resolution is still
in its earliest stage. Yet, by summers end the bill
should be more finalized. The proponents of the
resolution are seeking your help m its design.
As it stands currently, the proponents have
not yet decided from where the money is to come.
In answer to this most important question, it is
believed that finances for the program should not
come from other programs from which the state
has already reduced. The Wooster Voice suggests
of the
that the program be paid for by a portion industax revenues obtained from defense related
tries in Ohio. There are nearly 400,000 defense
defense
related jobs in Ohio and virtually
related companies that pay taxes here.
Thus, by taking a portion of the taxes received
from defense related industries, Ohio is sending a
clear and effective message to the federal government that true defense is not born in an arsenal,
but in the education of the human mind.
If you wish to help Senator Butts with drafting
this bill, contact: Mark HatchOSA, 1752 Summit
St., Columbus, Ohio 43201, Ph. (614)
Ohio-base-

60-pl-us

466-848-

0.

Utilizing, in part, the words of President John
Kennedy,
the Wooster Voice beckons you to ask
F.
not what your college can do for you, but ask what
you can do for your college.
The College of Wooster is in dire need of
talented vocal students. Students, who regardless
of possible retribution, speak out against or for
those ideals which most affect them. There are a
handful on campus today, but there is need for
more. These are individuls who see an injustice
and attack it attempting to dismantle it, against
the longest possible odds. Are you a closet
activist? Can you organize a group of people who,
silent majority?
like you, want out of the
Then rise up and be counted. Like the words in the
movie Network, open your windows and shout
"I'm not going to take it anymore!"
What you can do for your college is to
enlighten and open its minds. Can you seriously
say that the latest $1,000 tuition increase doesn't
affect you! Seventy percent of the student body is
on financial aid. That means seven out of 10 of you
are going to hard hit with more loans with which
so-call- ed

to pay after your graduation.
Since tuition has increased to $11,000, have
you seriously considered what you're getting for
all that money? The simple answer is a very good
education. True you do receive it, but has your
political power mcreased with the increase in
tuition? Are you afforded an opportunity to have
your voice heard, really heard. No! But there is
still time.

A growing number of you are beginning to
speak out against apartheid, but still not enough.
Apartheid is injustice in its most absolute form.
The students of Columbia University realized it
and finally took a stand. They let their school
the total
know exctly what they wanted
corporations
U.S.
in
stocks
of
all
divestment
operating in South Africa. It is the responsibility
of each of you for your own conscience to open
your hearts and speak your minds; and let the
college administrators and trustees know what
you want. Enough with preaching, the ball lies in
your court. Ask yourselves, what can you do for
your college and answer sincerely. Perhaps inside, you'll find a little bit of activism. Enough, it
is hoped, to help open the minds of the college
community which have consciously closed to the
realities of our modern world.
In the next issue of the Wooster Voice let your
voice be heard. Fear not the Goliaths of the
campus and communicate all that you feel, want,
or need. The Wooster Voice is the last and only
autonomous student publication the College of
Wooster has left.
Jeffrey W. Priest
Editor-in-Chi- ef

Is A Prank Worth
A Human Life?
Aggravated arson at Wooster is no laughing matter. It is a felony and has a miximum sentence of
twenty five years in prison. The implications of
this act go far beyond the legal system. We all
come to the College of Wooster contracted to the
code of social responsibility. Basically, this means
that we are expected to have respect for other people and for college property. Aggravated arson
violates every aspect of this Code.
The Armington arson was a dangerous act. If
the person set the fire without thinking of the possible consequences then he was a fool for only a fool
acts without thinking. If someone set the fire and
was aware of the possible consequences then he is
a disturbed individual.
What grudge or prank is worth a hum an life ?
The act by the very nature of its possible consequences was not a prank. The gravity of the situation can only be realized if the possible loss of life
and actual loss of property is acknowledged.
This is an academic community. There must be
those among us who are missing the basics of
human compassion in their education. It just,
seems to me a step too far to go, whether anyone
was injured or not. Most arson fires are set for
financial gain through an insurance company. But
the arsonist here did not even have so noble cause
as avarice to spur on his deeds. It is surprising to
find such disregard for human life and property in
an institution boasting a liberal arts education. Individual growth and maturity are part of the learning process at college. One should come away with
a certain degree of common sense and respect for
the community as a whole. At the very least, a college intellectual could come up with a more subtle
way to voice his feelings or at least a more effective method. Hitler died forty years ago but, apparently, his mentality still lives on.

JEFF BROOKSHIRE
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Correction
Editor.
I appreciate your printing of my
letter in the last Voice issue, which
you entitled, "On The Support of
Women's Athletics." You unfortunately, however, failed to include the
end of my letter.
Karen D. Johnson
The impression made by this
mistake, neglecting to include my
name, was that the author of the
letter was not proud of what she
had written or was too afraid of the
criticism she might receive for
writing it I am neither of the
above. You are forgiven, however.
As a woman athlete, I am used to
having my name being overlooked.
I have also learned that it is hard
to erase words and accomplish-- ,
'
ments.
Karen D. Johnson
Box
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ment banker with very strong
references got in; the Ivy League
graduate with the
"awkward" essay and bad professional reference didn't
The moral of the story: your
essay and letters of recommendaBY BROOKS SILLI1IAN PROUTY 25 fine and two years and 15 days vertise it like a beer commercial. -tion are as important as your test
Recently, Mayor Ed Koch of New in a coffin." No! No! No! When In sooth, is this not the only way, or
score and GPA. The essay is where York City printed an article in the death is decreed life is totally, maybe society does not believe fts
you put together your case for the New Republic concerning capital wiped away never to be renewed. own words.
admissions committees. (Your GPA punishment The mayor defends, Death is everlasting. A more honAnother justification for the
and test score are merely parts of quite compellingly, the stand that est title ought to be coined to death penalty, is retribution.
That
your case.) You may have the best the death penalty affirms life. "It express what happens to a man or is, punishment is meted out proporcredentials in the world, but if you is hard to imagine," he concludes, woman who has been singled out as tionately for each crime. Under
can't provide a link between the "anything worse than being mur- too loathsome, too unfit to live, by ' retribution, punishment can only be
school and your credentials, you dered while neighbors do nothing. the solemn judgment of their fellow justified under a criterion of relaBut something worse exists. When man. This is the most desolating of tive severity,
won't get in.
Le. one crime
those same neighbors shrink back rejections, the highest repudiation deserves a greater punishment
from justly punishing the murder- of life..
another. Therefore, we cannot
ers, the victim dies twice." That Moreover, if the death of a mur- than
justify
absolute amount in
thought has left many stomachs derer deters, this philosophy be- whateverthe
form.
dry, I'm sure.
lieves the death penalty functions
How can a legal system justify
But is the death penalty such a as an example. It seems quite the absolute punishment? After
deterrence as Koch implies? Does enough already that a person sen- death human life stops. In Camas's
society do the victim of a bloody tenced to die is spurned by society words, "No one can be rewarded '
crime an injustice? And when this like pollution or cancer, but justice absolutely, not even by the Nobel
mayor cites statistics such that the no longer exists but in excess of Prize. But no one must be punished
'
murder rate in New York City, itself when human life ceases be- absolutely if he or she is found
between 1963 and 1980, has in- fore it even dies.
guilty and more reason if there is a
creased by 400, is not that partly
chance that they may be innocent
agree
I
Camus
on
with
score
the
a reflection upon his own performThe death penalty, which neither
of
He
reasons
if
deterrance.
that it serves
ance?
as an example nor satisfies
Albert Camus provides us with serves to deter the criminal, then the conditions of relative justice,
experia
make
the
death
horrific
great insight into this ethical quesusurps in addition the exorbitant
tion in his essay "The Guillotine." ence. Why use such kind methods privilege by claiming the right to
-He begins his essay asserting his as "lethal injections?" For when punish a necessarily relative guilt
repulse to this "primitive prac- the person no longer shares the by an absolute and irreparable
tice." He goes on to say that the privilege of being a person but penalty."
very name "death penalty" is de- instead a social utility then why not
ceiving per se. Since this punish- turn the execution into a public
The solution as to what ought
J- Richard Yao is a lawyer and ment is connected to the legal spectacle? Expose the disgusting ...I-- .. HV
UL mm
U.
J .- -J 1..).
maamam
Key
wftv
to
Your
to
world
witness not without ikMcontroversy. Camus
author of Packaging:
system as it purports
rather truth. Allow the expression
of believes that perpetual forced labor
The Tod Law Schools.
than the darker primitive side of the murderer's
why then doesn't it use remorse, of innocence, or of indif- is a good alternative whereby demen
Recommendations provide imporference. Let people touch the axe's spair is the punishment Another
any
tant corroboration for what you legal terms? A penalty,
'
blade, let them see those beady possibility is psychosurgery where-.-..
to
will
tell,
book
refers
claim about yourself in the essay.
speeding tickets and other trivial eyes through the hood of the execu- hv m mrt nf tha mnrrfprr' brain is
Since they are "objective" third parThen see the freshly lopped removed so that they could never
ty evaluations, they may be given things. A penalty connotes a spank tioner.
off
head
roll from the stump, and
nanny.
on
by
man
The
in
the
hand
that crime again. As Fran-ca- rt
much weight at times. Although a
see the truncated body nervously commit
-you
a
wrote,
monopoly
penalizes
and
"the lesson the scaffold
good recommendatioi
"ot
as blood gushes forth for
assure admission, a bad one will po--, sends you to jail where your make palpitate
to
to
.smell,
to
touch,,
bathe in.
Rm-- it in. nottamrtta
believe car sits patiently til its all
bably destroy your chances. "
Richard Yao is a lawyer and owner roles doubles. No! When Again and again televise the spec- useful to suppress it" It is hereby
author of PACKAGING:
YOUR death is decreed, penalty has no tacle whose intent is to heighten the proclaimed that the person is above
place. "You are penalized with a human value and affirm life. Ad- -. and beyond the state.
KEY TO THE TOP LAW SCHOOLS.
(98.95 Luce Publication. P.O. Box
--

Career Talk

art-histo-

RICHARD YAO

Stanley Kaplan and the
industry want you to
.believe that your standardized test
score (LSAT. CM AT. Mr at nn
GRE) is the most important factor
in admission to
school. They have propagated this
notion so successfully that every
year thousands of anxious applicants pay hundreds of dollars
test-preparati-

graduate-profession-

on

al

each to enroll in their

B.S.P.

ry

.

.

test-preparati- on

courses.
Stanley
Kaplan Educational Center, the
oldest and the largest in this growth
industry, has annual revenues which
exceed S35 million.
The truth of the matter is; admission to graduate-professionschools is hot just a numbers game.
Although your test scores are important, they are not the only factor or
the most important factor in admission to business, law or medical
al

J

school.
A high LSAT (Law School Admission Test) score, for instance, tells
the law school assassins commit-

tees you possess verbal and
alaytical ability and you test well. It

s

does not, however, tell the admis-

fry

Jd Li

sions committees about your
motivation, perseverance and ability to work hard under prolonged
pressure-al- l
of which are required
for success in law school.
The cover story of the October 1984
issue of Newsweek On Campus provides support for this contention.
Called "Getting Into Business
School-Th- e
Inside Story," the article
is an inside look into the admissions
process at Columbia Business
School. Two of the "borderline"
cases involved: 1) an investment
banker who had "good" grades and
"modest" GM AT scores, "im.
pressive career growth" and very
compelling references; and 2) an
graduate from an Ivy
League school who had "good"
grades, "strong" GMAT scores, an
"awkward" essay and " a terrible
Wall
professional reference." The invest 10288.)
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Scot's Key Condemns
Apartheid
Dear Editor:
On page seven of the College of after Leon Sullivan, a minister who .'choose to follow the Code and
Wooster catalog, in the "About the sits on the board of General MoCollege" section, the following sen- tors. Sullivan visited South Africa where oppression reigns, that com-- ;
tence appears: "The aspiration to in the 1970's and established a set pany must pay taxes to the South
join the ability to think logically of rules which American corpora- - i African government therefore con- -:
with the ability to act morally, to tions should, follow. These princi- tributing financially to racism and
link science with service, to edu- ples call for equal treatment of injustice.
cate the heart as well as'the mind,
We are not doing the black workwas present from the beginning
ers in South Africa a favor by
and still informs the College and its
operating there. The South African
graduates today." That sentence,
government however, would be
however, is hypocritical when the
greatly set back if we were to
issue of the College's invesments is
withdraw our technology and know-hodiscussed.
from their country. We must
Several hundred U.S. corporacondemn a system, not only in our
tions have plants located in South
words, but in our actions. DivestAfrica. South Africa's government
ing, or disinvesting, as some call it
practices an inhuman system of
in US. companies located in South
Ames is one way of acting against
racism entitled "Apartheid." How
this system.. Remaining
there
is no
.
J1
is it possible that the college is
1.
wuneaa
oe lug a aueni
w
wan
more
involved in South America? Among
crime, giving unspoken approval of
our current investors are IS of
the apartheid by continuing to operthose corporations. Those corporaate companies while injustice flour-ishtions, many argue, are doing the
just outside the factory doors.
blacks in South Africa a favor,
you to reread any" mention
urge
I
because the blacks are supposedly
working under better conditions in blacks and whites within the facto- of morality, both in the college
the U.S. factories than other coun- ries that the U.S. operates in South catalog and The Scot's Ktj, be-- !
cause it should not remain if we
ls
tries'
or even the Africa.
continue to invest in corporations,
factories of South Africa itself.
which are paying taxes to a governSeveral problems surround the ment which is wholly immoral.
The smokescreen our corporaCode.First of all, adopting the code
Iiz Moran
tions use' Is a set of principles is optional on each company's part
BoxC-234- 3
entitled the Sullivan Code, named Second, even if a company does
:

j

'...the ability

w

--

to act

.

A

kjJFji

Cyn wXs;i

morally..'

-
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Indolent Abroad

By WARREN HEDGES
When I was young it was my
sweet desire and cherished ambition to unbuckle myself from the
Bible belt. Drop the pants of fundamentalism and escape to some
place cool and quiet You never
heard such a racket as those missionaries. In thoes days Springfield,
Missouri was so crammed full of
blue-nospuritaniz- ers that I think if one more soul got
saved the bum place would have
spit and fallen off the map. Hell, I
think even the dogs were saved.
As I grew older and wiser, I
began to perceive the folly of ever
escaping the Bible belt I call it the
"Skoal belt" now, because near as
I can figure, the two always seem
to go together: Bibles and Skoal,
And Jon Deere tractors, too, but
"tractor belt" doesn't sound as
good as "Skoal belt" Besides, it's
got all the. wrong connotations.
Anyway, as I sat lounging about
Bernini's piazza in Rome one day.
well-meani-

ng

ed

the thought occurred to me that I'd
finally done it: escaped the fundamentalists. Here, if anything, on
the steps of St Peters, the very
heart of Catholicism, I would be far
from the clamoring
A profound peace settled uponme. I
lay back in the gold Roman sunlight. The doves of sleep descended
verse-monger- s.

upon me.
A pigeon flew by. Then another,
and another and another. I stirred
to behold an infantry of pigeons,
coming low and coming fast The
cause of the disturbance was a red
school bus, and when I saw the

name on it my heart sank.
A busload! A busload full of them
busting with Baptists all the way
from Ht Mica. Mississippi and
dead set on converting the Papacy.
I think there might have been more
Baptists thanpigeons, even. They
sure looked like pigeons, on any
account: bobbing around from
sculpture to sculpture, spouting off
quotations from Acts, Leviticus,
and I don't know what all.
It was take a tour or deal with
the Baptists, and seeing as I was
tired, I elected on the former. I
found a Swiss guard.
"Say, uh...Bentley." I call all
tour guides "Bentley," it saves me
the trouble of pronunciation and
makes it impossible for them to
hold their chins up. "Do you have
pests like thse often?" I gestured
toward the pigeons by the visiting
Americans.
"Southern Baptists, sir?" I could
see I had a perceptive lad. this
called for a cigar. Smoking with a
Swiss guard is a remarkably enjoy
able pastime. They are erudite and

enjoyable conversationalists, and if ta.
you are ever in Rome. I recom"Idolatry, that's the only word
mend seeking 'one out, but be sure know for it" A tall, wry man w;
to ask for Bentley.
i
speaking.
Eventually I left Bentley with a
"What about 'art'?" I was in
smoking Havanna, and sought out sporting mood.
the cool recesses of St Peters to
"Now don't get me wrong
observe my Protestant friends. A I am just a poor man...
word about St Peters. Immense. It
"Vacationing in Europe."
'f
is so large one does not recognize
"Yes. by the grace of God." M
its immensity. Since everything is the American Federal, Reserve,!
on a large scale, there is nothing by thought, but let him continue, "it
wmcn to get your bearing. A 50 foot possible to Journey here."
statue does not look large next to a
"A pilgrimage?" I asked.
300 foot column.
boy. To enlighten tl
"No, no
To remedy this problem, one of ignorant"
the good Popes installed bronze
"Ah..."
plaques that mark off the aspe
boys jU
"You see, this cath-o-li- c
lengths of smaller cathedrals. You got all the wrong ideas about tfl
see them as you begin the long nere Fope feller."
walk to the main altar: "Reims.
"And the women?"
320 ft"; "Notre Dame. 358 ft
"Hang the women, boy, tha
Ha!"; "The Haigia Sophia, 428 ft beside the point".
--

i

(and they call thatarchitecture)";
"Which is?"
unartre, 449 ft (and still number
"The idea that this here Po
2)". I'm surprised they didn't have feller can't be wrong. That's i
billboards.
boy. that's a court'o it Gett'n aw
Eventually I found mr Baptists from the Bible."
contemplating Michelangelo's Pie- "Well Bentley..."
Continued Ob Page If

MONTHLY OVERVIEW OF THE ECONOMY
By SAM NAKAGAMA

Ever since 1978, the American
people
through their elected
representatives
have demonstrated a determination that this
country shoudl stop going downhill
and restore its position of leadership in the world. At that time, this
determination was evidenced in the
rejection of the Salt II treaty, the
launching of the rearmament pro
gram, and the passage of the capital-gains
tz cut of 1978. The key
leaders in that effort were the
centrist Democrats in the Senate
and the House. In the following
year, President Carter was forced
to turn to Paul Volcker as Federal
Reserve Chairman in order to curb
double-digi- t
inflation and the pre
cipitous decline in the dollar.
In 1985, we are seeing a further
chapter in the American-recover- y
scenario, but the key leaders this
time are the Senate Republicans
with some expected help from
Centrist Democrats in the House of
Representatives. The problems this
time, however, are quite different.
The nation now faces huge budget
deficits, a wildly overvalued dollar,
enormous trade deficits, and the
threat of an "implosion" int he
world financial system. It's widely
recognized that the most important
step in meeting these problems
would be the enactment of a
program aimed at
trimming the deficit to about 2 of
spend-ing-reducti-

GNP by

on

1988.

Domenici and Stockman become
victors in spending reduction tight

After a temporary setback in
February, the American people's

will to succeed is now coming
through. Strong and determined
efforts by Chairman Domenici of
the Senate Budget Committee and
OMB Director Stockman
with
some late help from White House
Chief of Staff Regan
have
produced a budget package de
signed to reduce tne deficit by $52.1
billion ion Fiscal 1986, $99.5 billion
in 1987, and 8143.9 billion in 1988.
THis is expected to cut the deficit
to 8175 billion in Fiscal 1986 and to
$100 billion by 1988. In its general
outlines, it is almost exactly what
most financial experts had regarded as necessary to restore a better
balance to the nation's economy as
well as to the country's payments
position.
The key compromises in the Sen
House nack-- l
ate Kepublican-Whit- e

age call for defense spending authority to increase 3 in real terms
each year and for a 2 annual
increase in Social Security benefits
(under a formula that would subtract 2 from the rate of increase
in the consumer price index before
indexing for inflation). The Senate
Budget Committee resolution called
for a one-yefreeze in defense
spending authority in real terms,
followed by 3
real increases in
Fiscal 1987 and 1988 and a one-yefreeze in Social Security benefits.
with a resumption of full indexing
ar

ar

thereafter.-

-

Ironically' enough, the 3 annual
increase won by the Pentagon is
exactly the amount offered to Defense Secretary Weinberger by Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole three
months ago. Secretary Weinberger's rejection of the offer made it
impossible for Senator Dole to
frame a Senate Republican budget
at that time. Thus, Washington
observers note that the Defense

Secretary's early intransigeance

n
has fruitlessley delayed the
process by at least two
deficit-reductio-

months.
Why

back

no place to go on budget policy
except to call for a tax increase.
But as Walter Mondale demonstrat
ed in the 1984 presidential electgion
campaign, calling for a tax incrase
is an inviation to political suicide.
younger DemoThe
crats have no appetite for political
suicide. A top leader among them
is Richard Gephardt, Chairman of
the Democratic caucus and a leading advocate of tax simplification.
He is expected to run for either the
Senate in 1986 or for the Presidency
in 1988.
up-and-com- ing

the Democrats are likely to
pacakge

tax-simplificat-

What are the chances of such a
n

package getting

through the Congress sometime

this spring? We think they're pretty
good. The basic reason for thinking
so is that there is a national
determination among America's
political and business leaders that
this country must pull itself togeth
er to preserve prosperity and to
prevent another breakdown in the
world economic order. That deter
mination is what is now manifested
in the Senate Republican-Whit- e

agreement Although con
gressional strageists agree that

House

President Reagan must lobby ac
tively in the Senate and the House
of Representatives to win approval
package,
of the spending-reductio- n
the President has little choice but
to do so if he is to have a successful
second term. In fact, cutting the
deficit to the $100 billion zone by
Fiscal 1988 is essential if there is to
be any fiscal room for the tax- simplification program that the
President is advocating.
Oddly enough, the President and
the House Democrats are in the
same boat on this question. Unless
the Democrats back a big spend
program, they have
ing-reducti-

on

dustry, the high-tec- h
slump is beij
felt throughout the Pacific Basl
In Japan, the slump is being cu
ioned by the export boom to Chin
n
pro- where GNP growth is likely to
on a good
gram. When that happens, every- 15 this year. One result is tfl
one
and especially the financial China is buying Japanese cars tlj
community
will heave a huge might otherwise be exported to tl
United States. That will take sol
sigh of relief.
of the pressure, off Detroit ti
year.
Extension of minirecession
Security. The differences between
the House and Senate versions
should not be so great as to prevent
a compromise and final agreement
deficit-reductio-

tax-simplificat-

ed

f!

way

rJ

ion

dt

tax-rat-

Kemp-Kaste-

n

ion

--

tax-refor-

ion

m

-

off-th-

over-powerf-

tax-reducti- on

.

plant-and-eqoipme-

deficit-reductio-

Our Scenario calls for recovery
old-fashion-

ion

tax-simplificat-

deficit-reductio-

g

ar

Meanwhile, the economy, is be
Democrats Gephardt and Bradley having about the way we had
expected. At the beginning of the
report
initiated
year, we noted that the economy
push was was just bumping along without a
The
initiated by Rep. Gephardt and great deal of forwad momentum.
Senator Bradley in 1983 when they Although the March data showed a
381,000 incrasse in nonfarm payroll
introduced the Bradley-Gepharbill calling for expanding the tax employment, this represented a re
e
brackets bound from February when bad
base and cutting
down to three: 14. 26 and 30. weather had held that month's gain
In a "me, too" effort, this was to only 112,000. Especially signifibill, cant is the fact that the number of
followed by the
sponsored by Rep. Jack Kemp and factory production jobs shrank
Senator Robert Kasten. Still later. again, down 30,000 from February.
Although the average factory workPresident Reagan ordered up a
proposal by the Trea- week rose 0.5 hour to 40.4 hours last
sury Department Thus, in a real month, the drop in employment
sense, the Democrats can claim suggests tha the industrial produccredit for initiating the latest
tion index will show only a minor
effort.
gain for March. This means that
Since the Democrats control the industrial production has not inHouse by a large majority, they creased since last July.
are in a position to play a major
Moreover, the March figure for
legislarole in initiating
retail sales have - shown further
tion. Chairman Daniel Rostenkows-k- i declines in both durable and nonof the Ways and Means Commit- durable goods, no less depressing
tee has already grabbed the ball has been the persistent slump in
and is running with it After the new factory orders. These data
drubbing that he absorbed in the show that we have yet to shake
1981 tax-cu- t
fight he is eager to be
minirecession that afflicted the
on the winning side. As a member economy in thge second half of
of the Ways and Means Committee, 1984. A key reason has been the
Rep. Gephardt is in a position to overvalued dollar. THe services
add to his laruels by playing an and construction sectors of the
active role in framing the legisla- economy have continued to expand.
tion and pushing it through the The goods sector
strongly affectHouse.
ed by the loss of market share at
Unless Congress acts to sharply home and abroad through the
reduce the rise of Federal spendhas shown very
dollar
ing, however, the House Democrats little vitality since the middle of
1984. More and more American
can't hope to shine in the
game. This means that a firms are expanding plants abroad
particu- rather than at home. And even
great many Democrats
larly the younger cvongressmen though the latest survey shows
outlays rising!
from the South and the West
have a strong interest in backing a 8.7 this year, part of the increase
n
package. Thus, reflects capital goods procured
with the from overseas producers.
the House Democrats
are
help of the Republicans
Industrial activity is also being
likely to enact a spending-reductio- n
hurt by the sudden disappearance
package similar in size to the of the high-tec- h
boom. Personal
Senate's. However, the House Dem computers, disk drives, and peri
tax-simplificat-

spending-reductio- n

ocratic package may call for a one-- l pheral equipment have been esi
mc
year freeze in real defense authori- ciaiiy naro n. uiusu-auuty and a one-yefreeze on Social supply train serving American

nt

ul

e

What this tells us is that we wl
have to recover the
way
through a spring rebound
sales of homes, cars, and other b
ticket items. For some time hoi
we have been forecasting exca
that under Scenario I. we look
real GNP growth of 4.3 in tj
second quarter, 3.1
in the thi
quarter, and 3.4
in the foui
quarter. In the first half of 19
growth should pick up tqf the 3ty
old-fashi-

TO

on

zone.

It is quite conceivable that this
may turn out even better. In
first place, bipartisan action
trim .the budget deficit to arod
2
of GNP bv 1988 could lead T
good deal more optimism inififf
ness circles. At the same time.
Federal Reserve could afford to
a bit more on the side of expand
when the budget is brought un

strong restraint. Moreover,
forthcoming Economic Sum

may lead to the adoption of m
expansive policies in western
rope and Japan. In the case
Jinan, a shift toward a more'
panisve budget policy would i
wide the best route toward redftd
its trade surpluses with the Uhl
States. Thus, we minx mere
reason to be greauy encouraged
the breaxtnrougn on tne net
reduction front scored bv Sen;
Domenici and OMB Director Sti
man. That opens up some
optimistic scenarios.
2
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Campus
Pacing Change
-- 7 SARAH

KOTCHEN

In recent years, drinking, the effects of drinking, and alcohol abuse
have become nationwide concerns.
In retaliation to a public who has
grown increasingly abusive of
alcohol consumption, groups such as
M ADD, Mothers Against Drunk
Driving, and SADD, Students
Against Drunk Driving, have been
established in an effort to combat
the problem of drunk drivers. So intensified have drinking related problems become throughout the nation, that government intervention
has become a necessity. Laws have
been made and strictly enforced prohibiting the operation of motor
vehicles while under the influence of
alcohol, and drinking ages have

Hen raised in many states.

Penalties for violations of these laws
are severe.
Aside from the dangers involved
with drinking and driving, alcohol
abuse has created other problems.
Because drinking is so accepted and
even encouraged in American society, numerous cases of reported
alcoholism exist. Physical and emotional health, too, are adversely affected by over consumption of
alcohol.

Nevertheless, regardless of laws
and warnings, and despite the fact
that numerous fatalities occur, people continue to engage in excessive
drinking.
On college campuses
throughout the nation, alcohol plays

The Ant and the Twig

have been, but an acute sense of
By KARL P. HENNING
a major role in the social lives of A letter to the editor, but considA irony, to add to this notice the
many. Social life at the College of ered
like view held by The conclusion: YOU WERE HEARD?
any fundamental under. Second,
Wooster is no exception to this Wooster Voice organization .
general trend. The fact of the mat
A brief description of this piece, standing of how the administration
ter for manv is that drinking is a like those neat little headings in the of any college makes decisions
onm timp. Parties are generally margins of the King James Bible must reflect one unimpeachable
rated as good or bad according to the (you know, like Pontius Pilot and absolute: that it would be an
embarrassment to enternumber of kegs provided and how the Flight From Egypt, dropping
long the beer lasted. Guarantees of the Bomb on Gilead) might well tain any suggestion put forth by
free beer for all draw crowds of peo-nl- e read: A Student Expressing to Oth mere students. Consider please the
who. after a few beers, can shed er Students the Futility of Student perennial student agitation for the
themselves of their inhibitions, open Expression. And since, by propos college to divest itself of South
nn to one another and really let ing to express the inefficacy of Africa. Let us push aside the abloose.
expression, this essay may contain surd (I hope) possibility that the
the seeds of its own doom, it will college may actually be flattered to
of
Presently, a growing concern strive to reward the reader's limit consider itself a
among many students at the College ed attention by being more brevis the grossest example of modern
social injustice (although I am told
of Wooster is the fact that the drink- than any Missa Brevis.
Fortunately for the terse ideal of that, in many regions of America,
ing age in Ohio is going to be raised
sometime within the this article, the futility of student the South won the Civil War). Let
to twenty-on- e
even the small sober faet
next two years. This would mean expression is easily demonstrated us ignore
maiority of students on in Wooster: and this demonstra that greater profit can be had by
that a
campus would be deprived of their tion. like GauL is in-- three parts. It investing elsewhere (and let us not
the deny tghat this consideration would
right to legally annx. social uie is well observed that Wooster
and antique Gaul weight much more heavily upon
would be drastically affected "Place Apart
conIchabod's which is presently a very have many things in common: but any college administration's
conany
mere
social
science
than
my
trembling bosom...
popular place for students to hang soft,
First, permit me to appluad the cern). Why then should the trustees
out would lose a great deal of
on maintaining holdings in
business. Parties would have to shrewdest sense of student irony I insist bastion
of American values.
that
of
change also since providing booze is have witnessed to date. I refer
iniuf-fereab- le

co-perpetu-ator

--

1-j-

-ee

TORRINGTON, CT (CPS)

-

Of-

ficials at least momentarily have
kept one struggling campus open by
convincing state legislators their
college will soon be booming if Congress approves President Reagan's
proposed euts in federal student aid.
The Connecticut state legislature
wanted to close the University of
Connecticut's Torrington campus,
which this year has an enrollment of
fewer then 200 students, because
j there lust arent enough students to
attend class there.

Underaged drinkers would be forces
to be di s creet u tney are 10 armx.
Concerns about increased drug
and alcohol abuse as a result of the
changing drinking age have been
raised. Within the next year, the
drinking Issue is going to become a
major concern to many people for
many reasons.

unhappy that the issue of student
migration from private to public
schools has been raised at alL
"We've been careful not to predict
anything specific on that" says
Charles Saunders of the American
Council on Education, which is coordinating opposition to the proposed
financial aid cuts.

"We ean't come up with any
figures oa what the enroHment shift
would be. and it doesn't make any
sense to make
guesses," he says.
Others acknowledge, however,
But Torrington boosters have con- that lack of reliable figures is not the
vinced some state officials the aid only reason higher education of
cuts - will hurt private college ficials won't discuss the shift
students so much that those students
The prospect of private eoDege
will have to transfer to cheaper
students transferring to enrolls
publie campuses like Torrtngton.
publie colleges, they point
out could lessen public college op. "We're about as cheap a college as
yon can get," ye Torrington eam-p- position to the cuts and Jeopardise
director Robert Glover,- - who the unity the higher education cons
predicts Torrington may get up to 29 unity has affected in opposing them.:
percent more students if the Eeagaa
cuts are adopted.
'; "People, are usually playing
several games at once and one of the
" "wVSrfll
among
blgjest
the
be
Clover ISTS. ' " games is unity, says Chester Finn,
vhnrtJtmna 9tner-LI Glover nevertheless, opposes the director of the Center for Education
at Vander
Proposed federal aid cuts, saying and Hum an Development
University- ..hat in the long run.; with fewer but
higher education constituenindents able to afford college, all cy"The
groups
are working hard to avoid
schools will lose.
says.
( But now Torrington's
backers fratricide," hegoing
to get into that
not
"We're
O'Neill,
William
Gov.
swayed
have
president
Parnell,
says
Dale
trap,"
to
voted
and a legislative panel has
of ComAssociation
American
of
the
open,
keep all five UConn campuses
Junior Colleges, whose
j The full legislature will vote on the munity and
- members probably would gain the
Measure soon.
most students from an enrollment
( The Connecticut lobbying cam
baign is the first instance of higher shift
Parnell says Reagan administra;ducaaon lobbyists puouciy expec-Jn- g tion
officially designed their package
to gain if Congress approves the of cuts
in part to try to split the
jroposed cuts.
higher
education community.
are
loooyisu
And some federal
seat-of-the-pa- nts

ent-starr-

ns

v-v-

-

M

:.

South Africa, except that it's embarrassing to concede that a gaggle
of youngsters may have a point?
Anyway. American values only
hold (albeit limited) sway at home:

the flag abroad is AM eric an pockets askl the Sudanese, the Nkar-aguans. Ah. yes: student expression...
The third consideration is so frequently heard as to be genuinely
comic, because new faculty are
never tentnred on the basis of how
well they perform as evaluated by
the students. Before faculty take
the time to request that their students fil out these evaluation
forms, it would be only sensible to
ask first if there are any seats
available in the department Oh.
there is great protestation made of
the value of these documents, but
teaching talent walks in one door of
this college and out another, re-of how many students
?;ardless
udge a teacher as being fit for
tenture. .This happens every year,
yon fill ont faculty evaluation
sheets every year, and YOU ARE
HEARD.

usually their major function. course to the notice remarking that
a cleasr majority of the student
body surveyed preferred that the
grading system for senior I.S.

main the same, but that the admin-

istration nonetheless decided to

change the present system. WelL
really: what did yon expect? Students propose, but the administration disposes.. And what could it

For Reagan Budget Cuts
Public Colleges Root
.

Reconsidered

.

ed

ATTENTION STUDENTS:

"We're not going to be divided.' he
insists.
Federal officials deny any such
motivaiton.
The leaders of the
D.C.-bas-

predict the less expensive publie
schools wouldn't gain enrollment
anyway because students from poor
families would have to drop out at
college..

;

;

'

DISCOUNT

GET A 10

ed

higher education associations

ON ALL PURCHASES

:

Just Present A
Valid Student l.D.

Allan VOstar, president of the
American Association of State Colleges and Universities says none of
his group's members hive wanted to
temper opposition to the proposals to
attract students from private col
leges. ...
".

- Says ACEs Saunders:
"There's
something ia these recommendations to outrage everybody."
: "It may very well be that overall.
private schools will lose more than
publie schools, but everybody, will
lose some,"he says. " ?; r
But Vandertilfs Finn says that in
the rush for unity, some have
miscalculated the impact ef the
'""C-Reagan cuts.
"The real Issue.1' Finn wrote ra a
Wall Street Journal column last
month, "is not whether Washington
will continue to help needy students
attend college, but bow generously It
will help them bridge the gap between the low tuitions of the heavily
subsidized state campuses and the
lofty fees of the private sector.
As it happens. Finn says Torrington backers' could be right
But they should not expect any
support from the higher education
groups in D.C.
"They're grasping at straws," the
ACE's Saunders says.
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Natl Campus Report

SCAN- tary exemption retained because
NEW
"somebody who's putting their life
DAL ARISES AT TULANE
The basketball gambling scandal on the line should have the privihas erupted at Tulane, where police lege."
POINT-SHAVIN-

v
i

I

-

L

I

ft-1-

0

)

1

I-

-

have accused at least four team
players of manipulating the scores
of games against Memphis State
and Southern Mississippi earlier
this season.
The players allegedly shaved
points to let gamblers win bets on
the point spreads in the games.
Authorities say gamblers paid
the players off in cocaine, not

-

PEER TUTORS HELP

A

effectively than smaller classes or
greater teaching time.
The study says computer-assiste- d
instruction, the second most
method, is twice as costly
as peer tutoring.

STUDENTS

PRO-

ve

TEST SOUR DEAL' TUITION INCREASES
'WOMEN OF THE PAC 10'
Nine Florida State students collected 1,000 signatures on $20 worth PLAYBOY'S CHOICE FOR SEP
of lemons and presented the unor- TEMBER '85
Playboy photographer David
thodox petitions to Gov. Bob Gra-

Chan's pictorials each year feature
from different athletic

ham to protest tuition hikes
planned for the next two years.
Graham wants to increase tuition
12.7 percent next year and 12.5
percent in 1986-8The governor met with the demonstrators and promised to create
two studentstaff committees to
study his proposals.

co-e-

rs- -

Playboy pays female student

models up to $400 to pose, depend
ing on how mucn skin the women
show.

-

past week. Photo by William Townsend.

Tuition Rises Faster Than Inflation

ds

And each year, campus reaction
to Chan's photos of barely-cla- d
or
unclad women ranged from moral
outrage to fervid anticipation.

7.

rJ

Stanford University study

shows peer tutoring improves students' work almost four times more

cost-effecti-

.

Vietnam Symposium panel discussion held this

IM

PROVE COURSE WORK BETTER""
THAN MERE TEACHER ATTENTION

money.

FLORIDA

rr

G

U.S.C. INVESTIGATES 40 STU
DENTS IN COMPUTER GRADE
PH.D. GLUT DRIVES POTEN- - "
TAMPERING PROBE
What began last summer as one TIAL PROFESSORS AWAY FROM
university employee paid to falsify TEACHING
five students' grades, has led to an
As more top candidates snub
investigation of 40 students for
unauthorized discrepancies" in college teaching careers for other

opportunities, there is "a strong
grade transcripts.
state Higher Education Commis- some overdue bills, administrators their
possibility that the quality of many
conducting
A
faculty
panel
is
sion requirement that students pay say.
colleges and universities could berecom
will
hearings
and
review
"Faculty salaries lost 20 percent
1 of education costs for every $2
gin to decline during the next 10
says
ease,
in
mend
each
sanctions
12
10
to
power
exin
buying
of
the
last
pays.
Kite
ETSU's
the state
years." says Columbia University
Sylvia
Manning.
Vice
Provost
years," McNamara notes. "Tnen
plains.
President Michael Sovern.
Nine percent is "about the aver- add on the costs of deferred main
When schools are forced to give
UNDER- LETS
TENNESSEE
extravagant
costs
tenance
and
the
report.
resident
for
age" tuition increase
nation
faculty, "the
to second-rat- e
tenure
SOLDIERS
AGED
equip
go
up
even
and
NAICU's of educational
.research
Student costs will
students at state schools.
(of scholarship)
spiral
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legislation
Proposed
end
would
'
ment."
though campuses in general are McNamara estimates.
to the state liquor law, may become irreversible," be says..
"Salaries, programs and re exemptions
getting more money from state
Private colleges students in genGraduate schools should teach
and
make
it illegal for anyone
agrees
increasing."
are
endowment
all
legislatures, invested
eral may fare a little better, paying search
more
about teaching and require
except
personnel.
military
under
4
t
funds and corporate contributors.
an average of 7.5 pereent more Lehigh Univeristy student Jeff to
to teach more, Sovern
students
alcohol.
drink
"States that are doing well are "based on reports we've had from Brotman, "and students just have Sen. Jerry Cooper wants the mili adds.
Nobody
highlikes
it,
grin
to
a
bear
and
at
education
funding higher
our member schools," McNamara
it
but they understand."
er rate." says Richard Novak of says.
Lehigh's nine percent increase
the American Association of State But tuition in North Dakota is
Colleges and Universities (AAS going up 10 percent, while New initially upset students, Brotman
CU).
Mexico students could face a 16 admits, but university administra
tors met with students to explain
But the colleges themselves are percent hike.
Campbell still rejects the group's
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)-G- ay
using the money "to make up ior
Harvard, Yale, MIT and Brown the budget.
to punitive damages from the
claim
got
country
the
around
"The hyperinflation of the late students
lost ground, he adds.
all will jump tuition up by about
school.
fighting
The schools must give faculty seven percent, while Southwestern seventies and early eighties is more legal help last week in
Both Levi and Sweeney expect
colleges that won't recognize their
overdue salary hikes and start Missouri and Kentucky plan in catching up to colleges," he says.
they'll
have to keep fighting to gain
"We want to maintain the quality clubs.
paying for campus maintenance creases around 10 percent.
on other campuses.
recognition
refusing
S.
U.
to intervene.
Bv
put off during the late seventies Community colleges, too, are of our faculty through salary in
an issue over ana over
creases and additional funds for Supreme Court justices let stand a "It's been
and early eighties, new construe-tio- n raising their prices next fall.
many jurisdictions,"
so
in
again
high-tecruling
court
h
appeals
develop
inai
federal
and research and
Oregon's Chemeketa Community faculty research and
says.
Levi
to
University's
refusal
equipment expenses, explains Bill College is going up five percent. ment," says Miami spokesman Texas A&M
"We have 10 years of legal
McNamara of the National Associa- but tuition at Washington's Big John Ross. "We're vitally con- recognize a student gay g. oup con precedents,
all on our side, but that
requality
our
of
Colleges
with
stitutes
and
Independent
the
unconsufuonai
tion of
Bend Community College is rising cerned
mean
that people are going
doesn't
Universities (NAICU)r
some 23 percent over the next two search programs."
The ruling, issued last year, was to toe the line," Sweeney adds.
especially pri- years.
Hany schools
There are more schools, though.
battle, but
the fourth of its kind from a federal "It's still not an easy to
are using their own At Rochester and Miami, tne that are freezing tuition in 1985-8vate colleges
be," he
used
it
than
easier
it's
court.
appeals
Creighton, Worcester Polytech
funds to replace federal student increases could reach 12 percent.
Combined with similar rulings by
financial aid cuts, he adds.
.Nebraska will raise tuition be nic, the State University of New
Georgetown, Texas xecn ana
Moreover, many states want stu- cause the legislature wants to raise York system, Pima Community the Florida and Oklahoma supreme
Methodist universities are
southern
gay
believe
1982,
activists
courts
College
percentage
College
in
greater
all
and Ferris State
dents to pay a
students' share of education costs
which refuse
announced they'll hold tuition to they now have the legal weapons to among the institutions
this year up to 35 percent in from 25 percent to 35 percent.
force administrators to recognize to grant student gay groups rights
some places
of what it actually
At Georgia, where the legislature this year's levels.
costs to educate them, says David now wants students to pay 25 per
Connecticut's Saint Joseph Col their croups as bona fide student given other student organizations.
At those scnoois.gay groups eitner
Kite, Eastern Tennessee State's cent of their education costs, tuition lege even guarantees incoming erouDS.
to meet off campus, or
comptroller.
Jeff Levi, acting director oi ine are reauired
freshmen tuition will stay at $6,000
is going bp 12.5 percent.
buildings only if no
campus
use
Kan
the
called
Force,
Gay
years
Task
they
National
drop
we
for
if
for
four
don't
In those lights McNamara belevel
that
"We've reached the
group
wants to use
student
positive
ruling
"a
Supreme
Court
two
semes
consecutive
lieves "the tuition increases are feel is proper for the student to pay more than
Sther
iem. r
development.
probably reasonable. The rate of for his education," university ters.
At SHU. the gay student group-i- ts
"It underscores the free associa (membership
increase is still ahead of inflation, spokesman Jacob Wamsley says.
down more then 50 perin
people,
gay
whether
of
rights
tion
but it's been going down the last
But West Georgia. State is hiking
school year-h-as
cent
last
since
campus,"
public
he
general
on
or
the
few years."
tuition 10.5 percent after a 15 per
Wedded to drop its battle for fill-savs.
"Things are better this year. cent raise last year, officially be
Texas Tech. which was sued fledged recognition.
Wooster Seniors are eligible for
especially in the Great Lakes state cause of "an oversight in the calcu
paid internships in the earlier this year by gay students.
and in the far West" AASCU's la tion of teacher retirement one-yeOhio State Legislature. You would may be the first university to res"Everyone was tired of the con
Novak agrees. "The Southeast and benefits."
action. flict and confrontation," says faculNortheast will have tight,
"What they want to do is balance work as an aide to a Senator or pond to the Supreme Court'sCampbell
University lawyer Pat
budgets with only inflationary the budget on the students' backs. Representative, as one of 20 such
ty advisor Campbell Read of the
increases."
asserts University of Texas student interns, at a salary of $14,500. If says if reports of the Supreme recognition battle waged last year
vou are interested, see Prof. Gor Court's ruling are correct, the before the student government ana
In Tennessee, that means a nine Catherine Mauzy. ,
percent more tuition at ETSU and
Most colleges, however, cite oth don ShulL Kauke 114. (Application university will withdraw its objec the school's board of governors.
deadline is early April, so don't tions to recognition of the local gay
a 15 percent hike at the University er reasons for the nixes.
Continued on Page IS
pay
procrastinate!)
student group.
a
money
to
They need the
of Tennessee, largely because of

By SUSAN SKORUPA
WASHINGTON D.C. (CPS)
Students will pay more to go to
college next fall as tuition rates
rise faster than the inflation rate
once again colleges around the
-
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llie Tliirdl Alternative:

Starting Your Own Business
Options
Career InsightPost-Graduat- e

Interestingly enough, researchers
have shown that the best time to
start an entrepreneurial venture is
at a transition point in one's career. That's one reason why recent
immigrants seem to start business
es at a higher rate than the rest of
us -j-ust look at the Koreans in New
York City, the Chinese on the West
Coast and the Cubans in Miami
The same holds true for corporate
executives around the axe of 40.
The transition point known as the
Vmid-lif- e
crisis" sometimes pro
vides tne spark it takes to leaver
corporate job and go out on your
owB.1 In fact, until recently, the
early forties was considered the
prime age for entrepreneurs." But
the last five or six years-- have seen
a new nreea of entrepreneurs en
tering the scene: new college grad- -

of entrepreneurship.' It's a feeling product of a more noble goal.
that brings such exhilaration and
power that the chances for early
fart of the appeal of staring a
addiction are high.
business right after college, or even
while you're still in college, is that
It's important, to remember that you have little to lose. Your long-terentrepreneurs are seldom driven
risk is low. If the business
solely by a desire for hard work does well, you win. If it doesn't,
and exhilaration, and almost never you're just another college graduout of a desire to simply make ate looking for a job so you can
money. (If you're interested in start paying off your student loans.
money and hard work, you ean go That's about the very worst thing
into investment hanking.) Entre- that can happen. On the other
preneurs are most often out to hand, if you wait until you're marprove soie kind of point, to deliver ried and have kids, a house and a
some kind of vital message, to mortgage, it's a lot harder to chuck
justify ' their own belief in them- it all and go out on your own. But
selves.
right out of college, you can get by
with a lot less, and that makes the
The story of Fred ' Smith and risks a lot easier to take.
Federal Express is a perfect illustration of this. While an undergraduate at Yale in 1965, Smith wrote a
Now let's get down to the nuts
paper for an economics class in and bolts. The first thing you need
which be outlined his idea for a to do before you start any kind of
new kind of air freight service. His business is to draw up a business
professor criticized the concept as plan. Understand that a business

m

-

.

impractical and awarded Smith
with a C for his efforts. But Smith
knew he had an idea that would
work, so he made it work. The rest,
as they say, is history.
And

the maverick investment

plan is more than just the document you prepare when you want
to raise money. Of equal importance is the fact that a business plan
is going to show everyone involved
that you know the direction the
business is going to take in: a
specified period of time. The document becomes the road map for the
next few year. Of course the plan
will need to be updated from time
to time (when the business actually
gets off the ground, you may find,
yourself rewriting it as many as
four times a year). But the core
ideas developed in your original
plan are likely to stay the same.
And that's why it's Important that
you clarify your ideas and make
them work on paper before you put
them into action.

Jen-ret- te
firm of Donaldson, Lnfkin
was started as a class project
by three students in the M.B.A.
program at Harvard, DLJ, you'll
remember, was recently .sold, to
Equitable Life for 1432 million. Bat
payoff notwithstanding the bis; reason that people go into business for
themselves is because they want to
show the world, In a free marketplace, that their idea has merit.
Regardless of what the skeptics
may say, and there will always be
skeptics, an entrepreneur has the
inner urge to forge ahead. One of Business students usually have to
the most exciting things about; prepare a business plan at one time
being an entrepreneur is that you far another during their academic
actually gain strength and energy Ftint, so the process shouldn't be
by accomplishing what everyone -altogether foreten to von. The
else says can't be done. The mon-- kricky part is knowing how to make
ey, when and if it comes, is a by- - the plan effective and knowfeg how.
1

--

With the dramatic increase in the
number of college courses and
in entrepreneurship in recent years,, not to. mention the
university-base- d
Small Business Institutes (SBI), Small Business Development Centers (SBCD) and the
:

pro-gra-

ma

Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs (ACE), there's no question

that more, students are being

turned' on to the excitement of
starting their own businesses; Before I get into "how you do it, let
me say that while other stimulants
may come and go during the course
of a college career, nothing 'will
high
ever approach the long-term

--

to present it to financial sources.
Just because you're coming right
out of college doesn't mean you're
going to get any special' consideration. The money you're going to
need is the same color green as the
money needed by a more experienced entrepreneur. And this is
where you're going to have to pay
special attention to the needs of an
investor or lender. In many ways,
being fresh out of college is going
to hurt you because you've yet to
prove that you have the stamina
and smarts it takes to run a
business. Consequently, your business plan is going to have to be
better than all the rest II a plan
has to be a 10 on a scale of one to
10 to get financed, yours is going to
have top be an 11!

approach financial sources,

you

particularly banks. The difference
between a orana new ousiness ana,
an already going concern (no mat-ter how small) is the difference
an IjiAa anil a f a
Another good way to make sure
your business plan is strong is to
read and study other plans first
You'd be surprised at what you'll
learn from this especially if you
look at plans that actually raised
money. (You can learn things from
the mistakes in plans that failed,
too, but they're harder to find.)
One caution though: don't put together your plan by simply copying
someone else's or making it look
like the sample plans you find in
books. Every business is different,
just like every entrepreneur is different, and a successful plan will
tkAfwAAtt
i

reflect that '
One last thing. Try to meet as
For instance, it's likely that you
will have other recent graduates or many successful entrepreneurs as
even students as-- , a part of your possible. This kind of first-han- d
management team? A potential contact can help you gain an intui-investor is bound to look over your
hwiMahii m fvalntf n .nlr.nr.nwir
plan and say '.'Gee. is it necessary
f
to nave inree sxuaenu drawing You can read aU the books about
vou
want but there's
salaries? Wouldn't it be better to entreDreneurs
really ne substitute for actually
- some
nave a balanced team
with nthr who ham in
young folks, some old folks, some talk-itall folks and seme short folks?" vented the wheeL
One of the. advantages of being in
And you're going to need to have a
sophisticated answer ready, in fact. school is that yo have the opporques tunity and the time ,to track, town
it's best if you confront that
tion right in your plan. ' because entrepreneurs and - get to kxow
investors are going to j view your them. If you don't do this before
plan as a window, into your man yon actually launch your, business,
agement philosophy ana n .tney you pay spend a long time wishing
don't like what they see. they won't you had. It's like visiting your
invest. Further, investors univer- competition. Everyone starting a
sally agree .that the. management new dm3uwb buuiuu iucuui; anu
team is the single most important visit .their competition as a part of
factor they consider when evaluat- their marketing analysis. Once
not product, you're in business, you'll find it's a
ing a business plan
lot harder to get close ' to the
not market, but management
competition, and strangely enough,
you'll find it's harder to get in to
You'll also find that' there's - a see entrepreneurs. The time you
and you
significant advantage to having the snend in school is sneciaL
..11 jl ...... m.
4.
.W
business going while you're still in
school. First off it's a big plus to learn all you can. It's after you.
be able to show-rea- l,
estate sales finish school that the real work.
and real profits (or losses) when and the real fun, begins.
:
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By JOSEPH R. If ANCUSO
What is the feasibility of launching a business right out of college?
That's a question often asked by
undergraduate and graduate students alike. But the impetus behind
their question usually isn't "Should
I do it?" but "How should I do it?"
These are students who are choosing to bypass M.B.A.'s and corporate work experience to get their
business ideas off the ground.
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Wooster Symphony Holdsworth Displays Illustration I.S.
Gives Concert

by DON SANDFORD

the Orchestra did not misplay the
Friday, April 13, the Woosterl piece in any way. there still seemed
Symphony Orchestra closed outito be something about the music that
their seventieth season with a coih was not translated, into the per
cert at HcGaw Chapel: Due to the formance. This was confirmed by
sudden death of a family member, one of the Orchestra members dur
guest violinist David Schumcler was ing the intermission. "It just was
not able to perform that evening and not as good as it could be."
the program ran shorter than The second part of the program
originally planned.
featured Nancy'Kinsey on the piano.
Music Director Dale Moore eon- - The piece was Rachmaninoff's
ducted the Orchestra. They began Rhapsody on a theme by Paganini.
with George Phillip Tellemann's Kinsey brought to the piece the emo
Concerto in G Major for Viola and tion and fervor that it demands. Her
String Orchestra. A rather light and performance was obviously well
pleasant piece, it seemed to be lack- above that of the orchestra, and the
ing something in its performance.
crowd responded much more en
The second selection was Mozart's thusiastically to her at the end of
Cvmnhnny 29 in A Major. Although the program.
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India Week Success
by PATRICIA B AUERLE

"Stability" is the term that Dr.
Naravane used to describe
modern India in his lecture "Indian!
Politics Today: Fragmentation oti
Unity?" when he addressed the)
campus on April 8 as the opening!
I
event of India Week.
Dr. Naravane, who received his
education at the University of
Allahbad, claimed that modern India is stable with respect to industrialization, culture, and unity.
Naravane explained that India even
exports airplanes and locomotives,
and the caste system is less rigid.
He admitted that India still has beggars but stated that "you cannot use
force in a democracy." He also
commented that although women in
India are still submissive and stil
walk five paces behind the men,
there are more women earning
PhD's in India than men. He also
noted that India has already had a
female prime minister which contrasts to the history of the United
States.
He claimed that India has preserved its culture and religious traditions. He also explained that India
represents the unity of religions.
Naravane said that the orange in the
flag stands for Hinduism and Bud-- I
dhism while the green stands fori
Islam. Between the orange and I
green, lying behind the spinning'
wheel, is a strip of white which symbolizes the blend of all the other
religions. He explained that when
the Muslims came to India, they
made themselves at home instead of
destroying the existing Hindu and
Buddhist temples. At convocation
Naravane illustrated the integration
of religious symbols in Indian architecture in his lecture called, "The
Wonder That Was India : Continuity
and Change in Indian Art and Architecture."
In his opening lecture, Naravane
continued to explain that when peo
pie live together for over 800 years,
"occassional ly things erupt." He
further explained that India in
herited its conflicts from being
under the British system. "The
British system kept alive divisions,"
said Naravane. "But I don't blame
them because they were an empire,
and nobody is bitter about it."
V.S.
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Painting from PhopaincOing Show by William Townsend. Lowry
Title, "Black, Gold, L Silver Wave."
Center April
14-2-

8.

In Lowry Center from the dates ing." The show consists of three
8
there is a Junior IS parts: photography, paintings, and
of April
drawings and is hanging
art show being presented by Wil- - pencil-pe- n
liam Townsend, William May, and- in the back part of the lobby area.
Franz Jantzen called, "Phopaincil14-2-

i
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Babcock
Dining Hall
Saturdays,
4-3-
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Raj Sundaron singing at this past week's India Week festivities. :

"People lose their balance." said
Naravane. "And not just in India."
To support his opinion, he referred
to the conflicts in Ireland and that of
the Shias and Shiites. He referred to
a famous quote that says, "We love
God enough to hate each othe& but
not enough to love each other.'7 He
noted that there are 74 million
Muslims in India, a number greater
than that of Pakistan, and 20 million
Sikhs. He further noted that Mother
Theresa is an Indian citizenjind that
almost every denomination can be
found in India.
He explained that the majority of
Sikhs do not want independence
because the Sikhs are the most pro
sperous community in India and in
dependence would inevitably result
in a m assive exodus, comparable to

that at the creation of Pakistan. He
noted that India has already had two
Muslim presidents, and that the present president is a Sikh.
India Week Committee consisted
of Coordinator Coralie da Costa,
Sangita Patel. Amin Malik, and
Supratik Burman, and Martha
Lucias. This year's faculty advisor
has been Dr. Gordon Shull while Dr.
Ishwar Harris is currently involved
in research in India this semester.
Also many students and members of
the Wooster Indian community contributed their help to the student-ru- n
Indian pageant, and the traditional
Indian dinner. Indian Week activities also included the showing of
two films, "High Above the Dust"
and "Take Off," and a performance
by Indian Creation,' a group of
dancers from Canton.
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APPRENTICESHIPS IN THE ARTS

Actor Robert Clary
Lectures On Holocaust

By REBECCA DeNELSEY
Tuesday, April 23. at 7 p.m.
Robert Clary will be speaking at
(The College of Wooster campus.
(Clary is a survivor of the Buchen- On

wald Concentration

Camp and

gives many lectures about his expe-

riences during the war. Robert

Clary is familiar to many as Le- Beau from "Hogan's Heroes" and
also as a cast member from the
soap "Days of Our Lives." He has
also starred on Bro adway in"New
Faces of 1952." "La Plume De Ma
Tante" and "Sugar."
Clary's entire family of 13 was
killed by the Nazis. Then in 1940.
(Clary was deported and arrived in
Germany via cattle car. When fi
nally liberated in 1945 by the Amer

C3II77

3E

George Bruce Delights
by ROBERT BOWE

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT APPRENTICESHIPS,
CREDITS, COSTS, HOUSING AND SPONSORS, CONTACT:
or Professor Joan Krejcar
GLCA, New York Arts Program
308 West 48th

NY, NY

10036

Street

(212)582-908-

8

Art Department
The College of Wooster

;

Wednesday evening. April 10. his return visit and to socialize aftervisiting friend and Scottish poet wards at a reception.
George Bruce spoke to a large au
reading and
In his quick-pace- d
dience in Babcock lounge.1
talk with the college audience.
n
A
Scottish poet. Bruce displayed his mastery of the
George Bruce has held numerous language through his poetry and wit.
positions both in America and in He spoke of life in Scotland and in
Europe. He was an editor for the Wooster. He also amused the auSaltash Review." one of Scotland's dience with tales of humorous exleading magazines, and a director of periences about students, houses
Scottish are programming for the ind a Wooster barber and shoe
salesman.
British Broadcasting Corporation.
A true Scotsman with a robust,
Bruce, who taught at Wooster in
1975-7- 6
in the English Department, authentic accent and stories galore,
was awarded an honorary Doctorate he was a delight to hear and left
of Letters degree by the college dur everyone with the question which
ing that stay. Many friends and was voiced by one eager listener.
students turned out to hear him on "When are you coming back?"
well-know-

MUSIC DANCE .TELEVISION PAINTING FILM THEATRE CRAFTS
THEATRE SCULPTURE PUBLISHING RADIO GRAPHICS MUSIC
GALLERIES PHOTOGRAPHY ARTS ADMINISTRATION MUSEUMS

icans. Clary came to the United
States. He has filmed a documentary, about his experiences entitled
"Robert Clary A5714. A Liberation."
Clary believes that it is his responsibility as a survivor to tell the
world about what really happened,
because soon "there will be no
eyewitnesses to the Nasi Genocide."
Clary's lecture on Tuesday, in
Freedlander Theatre will prove interesting and fascinating. Clary has
impressed thousands, not only with
his marvelous acting ability, but
also with his courage to share with
the world the most horrible experi
ence of his life
his experience
with the Nazis.
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Arson ThFeatens
-

--

by JEFF BROOKSHRE
Early on April fourth, a cabinet
from the first section lounge was
placed before the main Beta Kappa
Phi door and burned, along with
the door. The fire has been confirmed as aggravated arson, the
most serious of possible fire related
charges, by Fire Chief E. F.
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Schuch.
Arson is an intentional and malicious fire set to a building. If the
building is inhabited, as Armington
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was, the classification becomes aggravated arson. The absolute minimum jail term for aggravated arson is five years with a maximum
of twenty five years and a ten
thousand dollar fine. The fire was
no little matter easily dismissed. It
was a felony.
Chief Schuch said that the potential destruction of the arson fire
was great. Had it not been discovered so early, the entire building
and the one hundred and forty odd
people living in it could have been
in very real danger.
The fire was set before five
o'clock in the morning. Its flames
reached past the outside section
light, where it melted the plastic
glass, and went as high as the
second story window directly
above the door. The fire reached an
estimated eight hundred degrees
Farenheit. No traces of gas or
kerosene were found but, had there
been some, it would have been
easily burned away, according to
Schuch.
Chief Schuch revealed that the
first section door was left ajar
during the fire, which greatly increased the chances of Armington
flames had a
burning because-th- e
direct entry route to the interior of
the building. As it was, the ceiling
of the lounge was charred and

scorched.

David Dean and Drew Klee inspect fire damage
Photo by William M. Townsend.

Schuch was surprised and disappointed about the incident because
he firmly believes that the College
of Wooster has a quality student
body.

at 1st Section.

C

'Whoever set the fire is
not fit to be a student
at the college'
In fact, Schuch claims that
the College of Wooster has an
outstanding record as far as arson
goes and most other colleges are
not nearly as safe against intentional fires. The Fire Chief believes
that "whoever set the fire is not fit
to be a student at the college."
The greatest danger, said Fire
Chief Schuch, was to the students
living in the second floor room
directly above the fire. The inhabitants of this room, because their
window was open, were in danger
of smoke inhalation, which is the
nunber one cause of death in a fire.
Drew Klee, who lives in the room
directly above the section door,
was scared for his life. At five in
the morning on April fourth, he and
his roommate, Andrew Tveekrem,
were in for a rude awakening.
Tveekrem woke up first and
woke Klee as clouds of smoke were
rolling in through their window. At
that point, the flames began to
reach their window and had already cracked the glass panes.
They dressed hurriedly , in the
smoke filled room and rushed out
to call security. It was not until
they opened their door and the
smoked poured out that the hall
smoke alarm went off.
The other section members were
awakened quickly and the main
Armington fire alarm was pulled
shortly thereafter. Security was
there promptly and put out the fire
with five or six extinguishers.
This was the third in a series of
incidents that occured in first sec-

tion

that week.

Early in the morning on the

second of April, someone stole into
the Beta Kappa Phi lounge and set
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Inside of 1st Section formal lounge. Ceiling lights have exploded,

(actual color).

Photo by William Townsend.
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lllege Community

lives."
Klee

Tveekrem woke up

and

rather quickly. Smoke inhalation

needs only fifteen minutes to kill a
person. People sleeping close to the
ceilings are also in grave danger
because that is where the toxic
smoke gathers first These factors
reduce the time it would take for
someone to die. This is particularly
applicable to Klee and Tveekrem,
Both of them sleep in elevated
bunks near the ceiling.
There are some parties that feel
that the incident was part of a
series of grudge induced pranks
against the Betas. The motives for
such a grudge are uncertian even
to Beta Kappa Phi members. There
are those who would credit the
incident to another section but
there is no evidence for that assumption. At best, there is only
conjecture.
The matter is still under investigation by security, the fire department, the administration and other
concerned individuals. The damage
done to the first section is estimated at six thousand dollars but the
real damage goes far beyond that
For one, the Betas cannot use
their formal lounge for the rest of
the year because of the physical
damage. Drew Klee had to leave
town for a day immediately arter
the event to try and shake off his
nervous condition. This incident
will be pointed out to prospective
students and their parents who
believe that the College of Wooster
is a safe academic community and
the incident casts another unneces

sary shadow on fraternity life as

,J

well.

Dean of Students Kenneth
said that the administration
is "shocked and outraged." He also
cited the incident as "frustrating."
The administration welcomes any
Plus-quell-

information concerning the

ec

cul-

"I

prits. The administration holds the
right in any such instance to prosecute the individual apart from and
beyond the penalties of the civic
authorities.
For all involved, it was a disagreeable incident. Several Beta
Kappa Phi members felt that it was
the third in a series of escalating,
actions against them. They wondered what was next. An armed
assault? The morning after the fire
a drunken Omega pulled the Aral ington fire alarm as a joke. This
resulted in more jangled nerves for
Beta Kappa Phi members.
The question arises of how the
perpetrators got into Armington at
five in the morning. It could have
been someone in Armington but
why would they set their own
building on fire? If they were
outsiders, are not all of the doors
supposed to be locked? Perhaps if
Armington had a live in dorm
director, the security would have
been tighter. Then again, there are
always windows unlocked in section
lounges anyway.
The burned section door has been
replaced with plywood board and
nails and no one can use it The
madness has subsided. There have
been no further incidents against.
Beta Kappa Phi members or

1
:

off a fire extinguisher.
The next morning around five
someone else plugged up all of the
drains in the second floor bathroom
of first section and flooded the
entire floor with water. This was
followed on the fourth by arson.
Whether these incidents are related
or not is a matter of controversy.
Klee was concerned because the
incident went "way beyond a
prank. They were playing with
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Resolution: South Africa
By ELIZABETH HEFFELFINGER
April 24, the following resolution will appear before the members of
Campus
Concerns Network eeJ iaat the investments neld by
Corporations
in South Africa are contributing to the power of
operate
which
the CoUegt
provides support for the policy of apartheid
turn
This in
the whiti mority government
African
presence
J
of U.S. and other
the
that
feel
fn
iWt
not benefiting but injuring the black majoriy despite
forraonTiSsouAMcaare
government with the economic
thVuiUvan orinciDles by providing the South African (apartheid).
As students of the
legalized racism
FJnfZmZf Wooster we feel that investment in these corporations is contrary to the moral
prToted by the College and emphasized in the College of Wooster
and HthicaY lues
above, that we feel Campus Council should call for a
below by the
condemnation of apartheid and a divestment of the corporations listed
College of Wooster.
Bausch and Lomb Inc.
On Wednesday,

gci

non-Sou-

th

.

SSiSiSKffl?j5

atff2f&ted
Coca-Col- a

Co.

Dow Chemical Co.

Eastman Kodak Co.
Ford Motor Co.
General Electric Corp.
General Motors Corp.
Goodyear International Corp.
IBM Corp.
KeUogCo.
Schering-Ploug- h

--

-

"
.

Corp.

SperryCorp.
Stauffer Chemical Co.

-

.

:

Timken Co.

Uniroyal Inc.
XeT0Tbeliudent Concerns Network needs your help. We feel that this resolution is too
rug of bureaucratic red tape or social apathy. The rules
imvortantto be swept under the
CoUege
of Wooster conduct themselves and the social
The
b5 rwMch students at
Sat
of others can be found m The Scot's Key and
treatment
we follow in our
midetoes
examples:
a
few
give
To
Catalogue.
Colleee
the
beginning. 'Caste, in
"Likewise, on the matter of race, Wooster was clear from ' thepage
6. Catalogue.
liberty"
humanity
and
our
of
soul
wbateveT name, strikes at the
V is the goal of the CoUege to eliminate aU manifestations of racism from the
racilt behavior of any kind is fundamentally at odds with Wooster's values
camvus
51.
anTim'rtZlatton of CoUege poUcy ... The CoUege will not tolerate racism ..."-p- age
neSTheSaf!ment for divestment rests in the beUef that apartheid in South Africa is
Africa will change its
moraUy wring. It is only through economic sanctions pat South
The question put before
policy ol "racial segregation, oppression, and discrimination.
cTmius CouncU on April 24, the question put before you right now is this: Can we. as
and believers in the principle that all men are created
students of the CoUege of Woofer CoUege.
while it financially supports a system that
Uk
of
support
role
the
ewal
continullhr regulates a majority of its population to the level of animals, offering the no
a
voteTnovoice. insufficient medical treatment: they cannot even own propertyh or bold
and
p6sition higher than a white citizen, they are denied MfPtion. faith,
Network feels that the answer is NO.
Pride The members of the Student Concerns
P
to change its role in South Africa by
Wooster
CoUege
of
The
If you would like
to these
divestment of the corporations listed above, please make your feelings known
members.
Council
Campus
Scott Nicholson, Chair
Diane Weisz
Beth Ryan, Members at Large
William Snoddy. Vice President of Finance
Donald Harwood. Vice President of Academic Affairs
Joan Krejcar. Art Department
Ronald Hustwit, Department of Philosophy
Kenneth PlusqueUec, Dean of Students
Mary O'MaUey. Assistant Dean of Students
Jim Hartmen, Department of Math
John Plumber, Treasurers Office
JuUe Ferguson, SGA
Julie Rice, SGA
Laurie CampbeU, SAB
Rocky Zazzaro, SGA
John Fernandez, SGA
Ed RHey BSA
can be changed. The next meeting of the Student
It is only with your help that poUcy ADrU
wordt bring
9 pIease come' spread
wiU
be
Concerns Network
FRIDAY
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The doctor doesn't cut out anything. You cut out
cigarettes.
This simple surgery is the surest way to save you
from lung cancer. And the American Cancer Society
will help you perform it.
We have free clinics to help you quit smoking. So,
before you smoke another cigarette, call the A.C.S.
office nearest you.
And don't put it off. The longer you keep smoking,
the sooner it can kill you.
.
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Worship, 10:30 A.M.
Every Sunday
Westminster Presbyterian
Church
"the congregation-i- n -- residence
on campus"
Minister: Barbara Dua

Extension 23?8,

the Church

House
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STATE AID
COLUMBUS
Student leaders
from over a dozen 'colleges from
tesross the state Joined State Sena
tor Charles L. Butts
(D-cieveia-

nd)

today to launch an effort to earn
lew state aid for Ohio college
students.
1 "There shouldn't be a penalty for
being middle-clasbut many. of
rou and your parents are frozen out
f most student aid because of your
bcome level," Butts told the stu
dents. "That's not fair, and I need;
your help to get our Guaranteed
Student Aid proposal passed." '
Butts reviewed his measure,'
which proposes a
privately funded loan program and
s,

state-guarantee-

state-pai- d

d,

program,

work-stud- y

with the students and uged them to
gear up a massive lobbying effort
to help pass his legislation. The
lawmaker plans to introduce it in
the OhioSenate next month.
"We're talking about a big chunk
of money to fund his special aid,"
Butts conceded, "but I think or
hard working,
students
and their families have earned
such a direct return on .their tax
dollars. The students I've been
working with over, the last several
months on this idea don't want a
handout, just a fair shake." Student organizers expressed in:
tax-payin- g

-

terest and pledged their support for
the bilL Mark Hatch, an Ohio State
University junior and legislative
agent for the Ohio Student Association (OSA), predicted students

would promote the bill's passage.'
"The Guaranteed Student Aid bOl
should appeal to students from all
corners of the state," Hatch said.
"It provides a real opportunity for .
students to do something positive
about our state's future." The OSA
represents Ohio's 12. four-yeuniversities.'
' V - 'V
"Basically, we want legislation to
benefit all Ohioans by expanding.-choic- e
4.

ar

and equal opportunity for '
more students," said Oberlin Col--;
lege graduate David Bruno of the
Ohio Coalition for Educational Ac- - '
cess. The OCEA is made up ofstu-derepresentatives from several
public, private, technicaland com- -'
munity colleges in Ohio.
Written' with student input, the
draft legislation would target aid to
students with unmet financial need
from families with incomes up to
148,000, depending on a sliding in-.- ..
come scale. Families over that",
level could also qualify, but would ';
have to satisfy more rigorous cri- teria.
Ohio residents attending
public, private, technical and com- munity colleges would be eligible.'
The measure defines unmet need
as the gap between the cost of
attending school and student's income and: financial assistance. It
also would require students to apply for federal and private finan- - '.
cial aid before asking for the state
.
aid.

will be partly
It
today with a high

cloudy and unseasonably 'warm
soaring to 80 to 8.5, Tonight
promises to be mostly clear with a low of '48 to
53. The weekend is now shaping Up fairly well
those who .like warm weather and the sun.
Other than a slight chance of scattered showers:
or thunderstorms on Sunday, the weather should., '
be pleasant under clear to partly cloudy skies
on Saturday and variably, cloudy skies on Sunday.'
Highs on Saturday and Sunday will be 78 .to B3
with morning lows of 52 to 57. TRIVIA: What are
the beneficial results of exposure to the Sun?

--

nt

r-f-

--

in-sta- te

--

Project Started
project in Andrews Library to
1
titles in the
convert all
card catalog to machine readable
form has passed the halfway mark
- with the conversion of the 50,000th
title. All titles added to the card
correcatalog since 1971 have
sponding machine readable record
available as a result of the library's membership in OCLC. the
Online Computer Library Center. It
of the liis expected that 75
brary's cataloged holdings will be
in machine readable form by the
end of summer. A machine readable record is more versatile than a
catalog card record, since any
word or combinations of words is
theoretically searchable. Only a
limited number of access points are
provided in the traditional card
.
catalog.
"Our goal is to complete the
conversion by June 1987," said Bill
Weiss, Technical Services Librarian. Assisting in the project are four
students: Cynthia Herr, Jennifer
Klein. Diane Matthiae and David
Paul. Each student works
hours a week searching OCLC's
12,000,000 records for the one
A

ILdDdls. nos nnjjp.
;

,

These libraries allow you free access to thousands
of Dublications issued by your Government and
connect you to a variety of information resources to
Depository library in your area,
lb locate the
local library write to the Federal

contact your

or

Depository library Program, Office of the Public
Printer, Yfashington, DC 20401.

8--

r

10

record that corresponds to the ,11brary's catalog record. If found a
command is sent via the library's-- . '
communications terminal to cap-ture the record and add it to an
archival computer tape" In Colum- bus. Titles not found in the data
base are cataloged and added to
the data base by the library's
cataloging staff.' Discussions are
under way to determine ways in
which the library's extensive Government Publications collection can,
be converted to an automated format.
When the project is completed,
the library will be able to consider
the feasibility of using its automat- - ,
ed records in an online catalog.
With an online catalog users can.
search the library's holdings from
computer terminal, either in or .
outside the library, whenever the
system is available.
One student assistant is graduating this year and anyone wanting to
work as part of the retrospective
conversion team is encouraged to
contact Mr. Weiss at the beginning
of the fall semester.
--

--

pre-197-

answer your questions.

f

In Andrew Library

--

Information from the Federal Government, on
subjects ranging from agriculture to zoology, is
available at more man 1380 Depository Libraries
throughout the United States.

or
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Winter Weather Hits An Unwary Wooster
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Severance Hall during last week's surprise snow storm. Photo by J.
Priest.
.
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Miller's pond at sunrise. Photo by J. Priest

SENIOR CHALLENGE 1985
by GRAHAM RAYMAN
Senior Challenge Week took place
the week of April 8th. The Challenge
competition bet
is a
ween the classes of 1975 and 1985. Ail
of the money raised was designated
for the Wooster Fund. The Senior
Challenge committee was headed by
Chip Colmstock, . and included
twenty-fiv- e
seniors and five juniors.
Also involved was Mary Anne Gor
man, who is director of the Wooster
fund-raisi-

ng

Fund. There were also three subcommittees: the publicity committee headed by Donna Rice;
and solicitation commit
tee headed by Nancy Kinsy and Shah
Hasan; and the Senior Challenge
Week committee headed by Kathy
The
Whalen and Diane Weisz.
Challenge competition was founded
two years ago by '75 alumnus Ron
Wulcox, who heads tne '75 class;
fundraising activities, and now
works at CBS Records.
The goal of this years' challenge
was to set every senior participating
in the project. According to Gorman, "participation was the key, not
so much the money that was made.
We wanted to get the seniors think
ing about contributing m the future,
perafter graduation." Sixty-thre- e
cent or 230 out of 360 seniors participated in the Challenge which was
the-informati-

kuaio.csasausacc

tacsi rsfaoit

IW5HSOOMANCHOVE5

on

per-- j
almost double' the thirty-seve- n
cent that participated law year. Apdollars has
proximately
been collected. The effort will con
tinue until graduation. On participa-- j
Uon cup comstock said, rxne
senior class was very generous.
Perhaps they are beginning to
realize the long term benefits of contributing to the Fund for both
themselves and the college - :
The strategy of the committee involved personal visitation. Each;
committee member was assigned
fifteen members of the senior class.
The committee members .visited the
seniors, and talked about the
Challenge in a brief, informative,
subtle manner. If the person decided to contribute, the committee
member took a signed pledge card
and the money and took it to Gorman. The '75 class strategy was to
send letters to all '75 graduates asking for contributions. So far, they
have thirty percent participation.
Gorman was happy with the program, and she added that' the
visiting trustees were very impressed with the results. '
The Wooster Funds dollars help
support all programs, and the college's annual operating budget. "It
is a totally unrestricted fund," Gor- six-hundr- ed

-

mm,

man added. Also affiliated with the
Wooster Fund and the Senior
Challenge is the Joyce Foundation.
The Foundation matches,
the gifts recieved by the
Wooster Fund. The Foundation also
gave the college a $300,000 grant to
be used over two years.
The Senior Challenge had axac-trac- k
theme.- - The horse's name was
"Class Aet" The week included activities such as a raffle, with prizes
coming from area businessmen; the
movie "The Graduate" which was
shown In Mateer for seniors only,
and free with a Senior Challenge
ticket: and an audience participation film at Icha bod's called "A
Night At The Races," which was
two-for-on-

free for seniors with Senior
Challenge tickets. One of the larger

gifts won was a $20.00 gift certificate
from Rancho Grande, which went to
Mary Mullen.
.
Both Mary Anne Gorman and Chip
Com stock were very grateful for the
committee's work. : Comstock
downplayed his own participation by
saying, 'the success of the Senior
Challenge was a very pleasant surprise, which can be attributed
directly to the hard work and never
ending drive of the five committee
chairpersons and the support from
the rest of the Senior Challenge
He also
Committee members."
mentioned that any seniors still
wishing to support the Challenge can
send their gifts to Galpin Hall in care
of the Senior Challenge.
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ProKldffnt of Cornell Universitv.
vvanV n T Rhodes, will eive an ad
dress commemorating the rededica- tion of Scovel Hall April 28.
Rhodes, a famous geologist and
paleontologist, will present his lec
ture at a:30 p.m. m rreeaianuer

Theatre. Prior to the lecture is an
open house in Scovel Hall at 4:30
p.m. Both evenu are open to ine
public and students without charge.
Rhndes received an honorary
degree from Wooster in 1976, and is a
men a ana couegue 10 uw iacuuy m
the Geology Department at Wooster.
Born in England. Rhodes earned
bachelor's degree and doctorate
form the University of Birmingham
He was a Fulbright
in geology.
-
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Rhodes To
Dedicate Scovel

CHINESE FOOD FROM CHINA
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Winter storm hits a sleeping college community 1V4 weeks ago. Isn't
ft spring yet? Photo by William Townsend. : - v
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Scholar and postdoctoral fellow at
the University of Illinoi s.
He returned to England as lecturer in geology at the University of
Durham. After returning to the
University of ninois from 1954-5he
traveled back to England to the
University of Wales untill968.
He became professor and
chairperson of geology - at the
University of Michigan. Rhodes was
selected Dean and eventually Vice
President for academic, affairs until
tc was asked to be President at Cornell University in 1S77.
Rhodes is the author of four books,
fcur monographs, numerous publications and has edited several &qoJu.
6,

.

S

starting this falL winter and spring;
Fall positions are included in the
summer-fa- ll
listing cf positions and
the application deadline is JUNE

Cm Am

1ST.

The Student

Conservation

Inc. is still accepting
applications for its summer-fal- l
Park, Forest and Resource Assistant positions in national parks,
forests and other resource manag-meand private conservantion
areas through out the United States.
Additionally, over 200 more postions
will be available for next fall, winter
and spring.
In the Park, Forest and Resource
Assistant Program (PFRA) men
and women spend between 10 and 12
weeks performing projects similiar
to those of professional Resource
Association,

nt

Management personnel.

Assignments range from giving interpretive programs for park
visitors to conducting field research
to backcountry patrols to performing cultural resource surveys. The
SCA provides each PFRA participant with a travel grant and a stipend to cover food and living expenses. Free housing is also provided by the area.
These positions 'will enable
selected individuals to get worth
while

first-han- d

out-do-

tional experience

educa-

or

in natural

resource management which often
improves their chances of obtaining
paid positions in this field.
Positions are offered on a competitive basis for men and women 18
years of age or older. Interest in serving in the program is in most cases
the only other prerequisite for
eligibility.
Although the SCA is well into its
selection process THERE ARE

STILL A NUMBER OF QUALITY
POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR
THIS SUMMER. THE SCA WILL
CONTINUE TO ACCEPT
ALL OF
THESE POSITIONS ARE FILLED.
Any person interested in applying
for the SUMMER Park. Forest, and
Resourch Assistant positions should
AP-PLICATIONS-UN-

call the Student
-

Association

SpringThawThrillerWinnersI

TIL--

Conservation

IMMEDIATELY

2)

(603-826-574-

to request an application
and current listing of positions.
Although there is no guarantee of
first choice programs, the earliest
receipt of applications will increase
the chance of receiving positions of
applicant's choice.
The Student Conservation
Association is also offering positions

A. V. Dept.

A winter-sprin- g
position listing wil
be available in July. Interested persons should send a postcard with
their PERMANENT and SUMMER
ADDRESS (and their dates of
availability) requesting a winter-sprin- g

is
Eiearching for a lost Department
film.!. It is in a
Audio-Visu- al

bronze canister. 10 44" in diameter,
a brown and yellow label. The
title of the film is LANGUAGE
It was lost in
(DEVELOPMENT.
Kauke Hall in the Fall of 1884. If

application and listing to the
Student conservaton Association,
Inc., P.O. Box 550, Dept. W-Charletown, New Hampshire 03603.
The Student Conservation
tax
Association, Inc. is a
exempt, educational, 501(c(3
organization and is an equal op
portunity program. All qualified ap
plicants wil be considered for placement without regard to race, creed,
color or national origin.

(with

S,

non-prof-it,

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The Student Conservation Program began in 1957. Over 10,000 persons have served in the program
since its inception.
Participants are recruited from
all geographic areas of the United
n
States and represent a broad
of people form varied socioeconomic backgrounds.
Applicants not only have a wide
selection of areas from which to
choose, but may consider programs
offered at different times of the

Visual desk, no question asked.

WCWS
The Public Affairs Dpnartm.nt f

Positions are offered in the

Park, Forest and Resource

inn.nn.

The Daily Public Affairs Hours for
the week beginning Anril 22nd Th.
Public Affairs Hour runs from 11 to
12 noon):
4-2-

"HANARRHI1T.

5

2-8

STYLES" and "REFORM IN
PUBLIC EDUCATION"
5
CONVOCATION,
THEREFORE I AM, JOHN

cross-sectio-

year.

WMitf

WCWS 91.9 FM

tc

23-8-

Winners of the First Annual Spring Thaw Thriller contest sponsored
by WCWS are left to right: Emily
Tobias, first place prize which included an
portable radio
from Radio Shack and dinner for two
at Pizza Hut; Kirk Gordon, second
place prize which included a dinner
for two at The Wooster Inn; and

Bruce Benedict (not pictured), third
WILKINSON
place prize which was an album or
cassette of one's choice from
THE WEDNESDAY IN- Westwood Connection. At the far
right is Eric Wertz, director of the
- MIKE PYI.R
inn
contest. The highest temperature SUSAN SCHIEM ANN
this March in Wooster was 66 F. acDIMENSIONS TM
cording to the OAR DC which was SCIENCE
guessed by Emily. WCWS hopes to
SPEAKING OF SPORTS
sponsor this contest again next year. with DAVE CAREY

mil

4-24-

-85

Assistants program on year round
basis. Currently the Association is
accepting requests for applicatins to
participate in its spring programs as
well as its summer and fall programs.
Park, Forsest and Resource
Assistants do not receive a salary,
although they do get free housing, a
Scholarships
grant to cover travel expenses to
and from the area, and a grant to
A scholarship fund of $250,000 has independent international institution
cover their food and living costs.
The Student Government Associa been established by Warnborough offering a wide selection of courses
manages the Stu
- The Association
--Assembly: Monday I College
of Oxford, England, to make in the humanities, social sciences,
dent Conservation Program and car-- "rtuon ' General
25.
March
an "Oxford experience" available to business, languages, and comries out its' programs in cooperation
munication. It has strong links with
more American students.
with the National Park Service, the
Under the new Warnborough Col- many American college
and
United States Forest Service, the
Vivian Holliday, Dean of Faculty, lege program, scholarships of up to universities which send students on
Bureau of Land Management, the was
a guest speaker and attended $2,250 are being offered to qualified a regular basis. Study at Warn.
United States Fish ft Wildlife SerSGA
the
meeting to discuss the I.S. undergraduate and graduate borough combines the American ap- -.
agenvice and private conservation
remain the same or should it students of American colleges and proach of lectures and workshops
cies such as the Nature Conservancy system
to a letter grade system universities to study at Warn- with the traditional British universi
and the Merck Forest Foundations, be changedgrade
ty tutorial system.
where
would be added into borough.
the
on
a
Inc. The programs are financed
Complete details on these scholar.
student's GPA. The pros and cons
The scholarships will cover study
basis with these agen- awere
Dean Holliday at Warnborough for a semester or ships may be obtained from Arthur
cies. The Associaiton raises its broughtdiscussed.
the suggestions to the Frui- for a full academic year, with the A. Daitch. U. S. Liaison Officer for
share of the funds from foundations ty Committee
for appraisal. A SGA amount of the award scaled to the Warnborough. P.O. Box 3S27. Am it
and corportions and from its questionaire showed
an overwhelm- period of study.
Station. New Haven, CT 06525. Tel.
membership.
ing sentiment to keep the present
Warnborough College is a small, (Z03)
I.S. system. A few days later, the
Faculty Committee voted by a 4:1
mariginforthepresentLS. system.
AC-D- C

4-25-

4-26-

-85

-85

S.G.A.

.

.

;

cost-shari- ng

387-446- 1.

Chanticleer Comm.

The Student Government Associa
tion General Assembly; Monday,

Aprils.

Cam mis Council haa iifr7PtH
that the $5000 scholarship fund
allocated by the budget committee
should be used solely for student
organizations.

164-409-

0

SREDKEN

5y

Blow
Save $2.00 on your next Shampoo, Cut V
Dry With Student I.D.
with this ad -

...

Campus Council's $11,000 carry
over money will be invested as agency funds along with the college endowment funds. Annual interest of
$770 will be added each year to the
Campus Council budget.
fMinral ffovenment has
Tli
recently "asked" an states to raise
7
their drinking age to 21 by
or else they will lose highway funds.
Brian Rod win brought up the issue
ao me age
wooster
of what
"
. ... wouia - . u . kjii.
was raised to 21 11 example.
it"uwu,
1988-198-

Chanticleer
LARCHMONT. NY
Communications is offering a new
satellite-delivere- d
"video classified" service to enable college students and recent graduates seeking
in broadcasting to reach
Jobs
mndreds of television stations

1

-l.

--

,

i1

tively sell themselves to station
executives who make the hiring
-

'

decisions.

simultaneously.
The satellite video ciassmea

.

Graduating college students
first break
Hn tnr that
service, called the Chanticleer looking
Channel, will transmit the students'! in TV are prime candidates for the
OT-itie- al

short videotapes to commercial anal
public TV stations throughout the
country. The satellite feeds which
Chanticleer estimates will be taped
0
by
TV stations will begin in
June. "Situations wanted" categories will include news, production,
prgramming, sales and engineering. Users of the service are required to purchase a minimum of
two minutes of airtime at $150 per
400-50-

minute.

William Jackson, the company's
president,' said "Our market research shows communication sturmnn nartia). Aa of now. .the dents have a strong interest in the
Social Concerns Committee is Chanticleer Channel because it of.
fers them a way to get their foot in
checking on Wooster s options.
In
electronically
the door
hundreds of TV stations simulta
JVwVlL. - WWW VI..
T-

neously. Since they've chosen television as their career, users of our
video classifieds ean utilize the
medium to succinctly and imagina-

rhintirWr Channel because they
to campus production
have
.
.....access
uwir viuev
iaciUUes 10 produce AL.l.
tapes. They also recognize the need
to set themselves apart from the
pack in tneir jod searcn Because ox
the competition mey iace.
Jaokann atated that tSDCS Submit
ted for the satellite feeds must be
broadcast quality ana oe ecea
exactly to time. The service will be
promoted to TV stations so that
they can record th ttpesfar viewing by all interested stztion management at their convenience.
For further information contact
Chanticleer Communications, Inc..
12 Chatsworth Avenue. Suite 110.
Larchmont. NY 1028; phone
1

1- -1

814-834-88-

'

-

-
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Continued from Page
V
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"I think because of the level of

media attention, the level of activism is higher than I've seen in five
years," says Craig Perrin of Iowa's
Committee for the Free South
Africa, which has 20 new members
and over 70 new volunteers this
year.
Perrin and his group staged
guerilla theater events-studedressed as soldiers patrolled campus "arresting" passersby with
convinced over 2,000
blond hair-a- nd
students to sign petitons calling for
university divestment.
But Nessen's glowing assessment
of this year's South Africa protests
may be a little inflated, other
sources report.
At UCLA, for instance, where ACA
officials had scheduled numerous
"Day of Action" activities, "we
didn't do anything because we really
haven't gotten into the quarter yet,"
reports Black Student Association
spokesman Aaron Boye.
"Absolutely nothing happend" at
Berkely, reports spokesman Tom
Debley, despite ACA claims that
had taken place there.
we've gotten a lot of calls from
people who heard or read that we
had protests, and all I can say is that
whatever it was must have fallen
through," Debely says.
And barely 100 students showed up
for a rally that was expected to draw
closer to 1,000 at the University of
nts

'

says university
small,"
spokeswoman
Leynse.
Judith

"Aside from the 200 students at the
Hamilton Hall sit-ithere's not a lot
going on for a campus with 30,000
n,

people on it."

Despite such disappointments,
organizers insist the campus
movement has had a banner year.
Last month, for instance. University of Arizona protestors stopped a
nearby bank from, selling Kruger-randand student pressure has
forces administrators at the universities of Calfornia, Washington,
Nebraska, Maryland and Illinois to
promise to review their investment

anti-aparthe- id
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policies.

But increased attention has also
meant increased conflicts on some
campuses..
A Michigan law requiring state institutions to divest - is pitting
legislators against educators, who
insist the politicians are intruding on
colleges' autonomy.
forces at Oberlin
College recently tried unsuccessfully to shut down the campus computer system and hold it until administrators sold 125 million in
South African-tie- d
investments.
On the other side of the picture, a
"prank" by Phi Gamma Delta
members at Indiana University
Colorado-Boulde- r,
reports South drew heavy criticism last month
Africa Awareness Committee when they pulled white shirts over
member Lori Monkarsh, who their heads and stood on the roof of
blames the low attendance on cold their fraternity house during an
march.
weather.
ac-Uviti-

so

Even at Columbia, "everyone is
really suprised that the activity is so

T--

"-7

tes

Anti-aparthe- id

anti-aparthe-
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SUPREME COURT HELPS GAYS
Conunaed from Page
"The members feel very much

The gay group contends that,
because
the school receives federal
Read says. funds, it should be required to
The SMU group is keeping its eye recognize them. The case is pending
on the litigation involving before the D.C. Circuit Cort of ApGerogetown, where school ad- peals.
ministrators argue the school's afMany legal experts consider the
filiation with the Catholic Church exempts it from the requirement that Georgetown ease an important test
it recognize the campus gay of private college rights to regulate
organization.
sponsored student activities.
down as a result of all the hostility,"

Indolent Abroad

lib C3 cosy C3i cnthrf a Ryder trucli, ess pcy.
Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of
ty semester,
If you're 18 or older and have a valid driver's license, you can
Load up your
use a Ryder truck, remVit-herclothes; everything. You'll still have room, no
stereo,
doubt, for one or two friends with their things to share the cost.
Compare that, to the price of a plane ticket. Or even a bus.
leave-it-ther-e.

e.
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"Sorry, well Mr. Bfflford..."
"Deacoa Billford."
"Where's this Bible come from?"
"Come from? It come from God
boy! You are one of them lost
Repent"
generation
Yon haven't seen life until you
hear a group of Baptists. Calling
"repent'Ms like calling "flr"in a
dance baH. except you're stampeded by "HaUelujah's. No sooner did
Billford yell "repent" than his eager flock burst into a e boras of
Hallelujah 'n. I heard Baptists from
200 feet across the cathedral doing
it. They must have some kind of
.sixth sease. Things were getting
out of hand. I had to act fast. I
turned on the crowing moron.
"How do you know Billford?"
"It's in the Bible Boy."

says?"
"Preacher man, boy. Repent"
"Hallelujah!"
"And what's a matter with the
"Who

Pope feller Billford?"
"Thinks he can't be wrong boy.
Repent""Hallelujah, Hallelujah. Halle..."
a nun hissed at one of Billford's
overenthnsiastie supporters.
"Says who?"
"Preacher man."
"Believing yon can't be wrong is
-

a

sin?"

"Yes. boy. Repent"
"Says who?"
"Preacher man."
"Billford, is the preacher man
ever wrong?"
"Hell no."
A profound silence settled upon
Billford and his gaping supporters
of a dove. I left
like
quicky before he could recover
hmself. I wanted to contemplate
the beatific silence of the building
around me, the rise of the marble,
and the soft chanting of monks.
the-desce-

nt

d.
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Rent a newer truck from the
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The Physical
Education

THE WOOSTER VOICE

Sports

BYDonSandford

Women's Football
BY AMY H. WEISBERGER
Where do the 20 toughest, gutsi- lr . mms pitp receists. they volun
est, most spirited Cleveland women tarily forfeit the money back to the

spend their Saturday nights? Answer: on the football field. It takes
that kind of woman to play for the
Cleveland Brewers Women's Football Team. Yes, that is what it
says: women.
This team plays at John Marshall
High School stadium in Cleveland.
Their games are Saturday nights at
7:30. Often, there are as many as
300 spectators at a game. The
season lasts from the end of August
to the beginning of November, with
about five home games per season.
Only a few rules are different
from men's football rules. The football is smaller. There are two
points for the extra kick, and the
kickoff is taken from the 45 yard
line. Yes, the women's league plays
full contact and wears the same
padded uniforms as men's leagues.
The semiprofessional National
Women's Football League started
about five years ago. There are 20
teams in the league. Aside from
Cleveland, the league also has
teams in Toledo and Columbus.
Whereas, the players would receive

typical attitude that these women
are playing a man's sport "Men
wouldtry to prove their superiority
team to neip pay team
The teams are also funded by by maiming the women," according to league vice president and
sponsors and fund raisers.
w player Judy Muldoon. These womlayers range in age lrum
en are often unjustly stereotyped,
40 years old, are mainly working
as wanting to be men and are then
people from a wide range of vocational and economic backgrounds. challenged by men to fight "This
is the typical mentality," says MulPlayers size has no significance.
mere nave neen piayers wnw wmj doon. Often even women also have
a prejudiced attitude.
weigh 100 pounds soaking wet
The Brewers practice uir
According to Muldoon, "it takes a
a week for at least two hours a day. lot of determination to stick with
It is tough to get people to play
the difficulty arises
it" Primarily,
because the sport is so time conputs a lot of pressociety
because
consisuming, especially when one
players. It
football
women
on
sure
'a
ders the travel time on the weekis still not accepted, although
ends.
"lightened over
.
have
attitudes
All the teams are coached by
years." according to Muldoon.
volunteers. These are people who the
Vmi rannnt ho afraid Or Self COn- are knowledgeable about football scious of facing these pressures if
and simply love the sport and are you want to play.
dedicated to it Right now the
Cleveland Brewers are in need of a
These women play solely for the
coach.
the sport They make no
love
Although the first few women's profitofexcept
from the sheer enjoyteams started out playing against ment of heinff able to olav. Accord
league
teams,
the
high school boy's
ing tn MuMnnn. the theme of the
teams only play other women's league is that football is "another
teams currently. This is due to the avenue for women to be athletes.
To tea their- - talents, woman
against woman, and to promote
fair play in sports.

Mpe.

r

uj

peo-nio-

The only requirements to join are
that you are 19 years old, and that
you are in "reasonable physical
condition." No previous experience
is necessary. If you are interested
in playing anywhere in the country
write to: Attn. Judy Muldoon,
Cleveland Brewers, 2805 Superior

4,4

Ave., Cleveland. Oho

44114.

It is never too difficult to figure out
which members of the faculty and
administration attended Wooster.
They are the ones that refer to
Severance Art Building as the old
gym. They can tell a student
wonderful sotries about track meets
that run on the suspended track,
about swim meets that were held in
the basement in what could have
hardly qualified as an Olympic sired

natatorium, about basketball games
when the fans sat so close to the floor
that there as always the temptation
to trip the opposition as they moved
the ball down court
Fortunately, at least fo the
Fighting Scots opponents, there is
a new Physical Education Center
and it's across the street from the
old one, right next to the Lowry
Center. It is probably one of the
most underused facilities here at
Wooster. Everyone knows to go the
Lowry for meals, to the library to
study, and to Ichabods to unwind on
the weekends. But somehow a lot of
students don't know about the
facilities that are available to them

attheP.E.C.

A majority of the students who
make use of the facility are atheltes
who hold daily practices in and
around the building. But it isn't at
all unusual to see a group of
athletes working out on their
own. What is unusual is to see a lot
of people that are not directly involved in the sports programs at Wooster
to be making use of the facilities that
are available to them. The facility
offers a wide range of opportunity
for the less serious athlete as well as
the three season jock.
The box at the front entrance to
the P.E.C. is the information source
for the building. It is staffed by
students form 3 p.m. to 10 p.m. every
day.

pff-seas- on

.

In - the : upstairs

multi-purpos-

e

gym, ther art facilities for raquet- battV volleyball ana Msxetoau.
Eauinment of this may be borrowed
from the box upon presentation of a
College of Wooster I J).
Downstairs ther is a
weight room. It offers the student a
choice of free weights, universal, or
Nautilus. The weight room is open
to students through Friday from 12
p.m.--l p.m., 3 p.m.-- 4 p.m.. and
p.m.--t p.m. On the weekends it is
open au day both days, with super
visors a duty for tree weignts z p.m.-- 4
p.m. on Saturday and from 3 p.m.- p.m. on Sunday; The supervisors
are all college students wno assist
students with any questions about
the use of they equipment
weii-equipp-

ea

.

The main gymnasium downstairs
can be used for basketball or
volleyball. Because of its size, a
number of games of either sport
may be played in the main gym
simultaneously, a great asset to the
intramural program.
The pool is also available for
general use by the students. A six
lane, Olympic sized pool' with
duraflex 1 meter and 3 meter diving
beards, the pool is always staffed by
College lifeguards. It is open
Wednesday through Friday from 7
(p.m. 9 p.BhY-OSunday it' is open
Ifrom 3 p.m. --5 p.m. And on both Sun- nay and Monday it is open from 7
Ip.m.-- I p.m. During these hours, the
weight facilities behind the pool
bleachers are also available for
general use.'
If all of these indoor facilities are
not enough, there are always the outdoor tennis courts, the golf course.
thetrack...and they are all available
to the entire student population, so
make use of them!
--
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Wooster Hosts Golf
l

C

i

Invitational

r...,

by SUSANNE

i"

J.
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Wooster golfer in recent

tournament

G3S

-

-

J. SPOOR

Second only to Glenville State, in
West Virginia. Wooster played an
excellent match in Marietta, at the
Marietta Invitational, on Paril 5th
and 6th.
Rent Nve had an esneciallv 200d
I
round and ended up as the runner-u- p
medalist for the tournament This
outstanding senior did the same
thing again this past weekend. April
12th and 13th. Wooster hosted 20
teams and came out in the top five.
Indiana University of Pennsylvania,
a Division II team (Wooster is a
Division II) was first.
April 16th. Wooster will be at
and the following Friday the
Scots will go to an invitational at
Pennsylvania State for a five man
tournament This will be a challenging match for Wooster, for many
Division I teams are expected to Eyeing over a put in last week's golf tournament Photo by Caroline
participate.
Delafield.
.
Ke-nyo-
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Track Heads For Conference
ByDONSANDFORD

By DARA BEHZADI
With the outdoor track season
now in full swing, the men's and
women's track teams are beginning
to see the results of all their hard
work. On the season, the women
while the
are undefeated at
men own a 1 record to date. And
with the Conference meet soon
approaching, both teams will be
going in to it knowing how to win.
"Both teams have a very positive
attitude," says Craig Penney, both
the men's and women's coach.
"They want to work hard to win
and to continue to win." And so far,
they've done just that.
On April fifth, the women, with 97
points, defeated Mt Union (42) and
5-- 0,

4--

5-- 2.

"X

6-- 0.

(34),-Alleghen-

y

95-5- 4.

12-1- 3,

"Since 1978 I have been down the
river 10 times... the equivalent of
2,800 miles of Colorado River ...
from here to Los Angeles by
The analogy is not bad, for
while The River trip technically
covers the same 280 miles, each
trip is very different ... the lighting
is different ... the other people are
different," F.W. Cropp, geology
professor at Wooster, said during
his convocation presentation on the
Grand Canyon last November. In
the past, Cropp has lead a summer
trip down The Colorado River, and
this year is no exception as four
separate trips out west are being
planned.
The trip is a nine day journey the
rafts with plenriver in
ty of sightseeing and geology along
the way. Beginning in Flagstaff.
Arizona, and continuing down 280
miles of river, the trip has attracted people of all ages and from all
over the country This is the sixth
year that Cropp, and rafter friend
Jim Hall, have made the journey
available to those whose interest in
the Grand Canyon is more than just
a passing whim.
According to Cropp, most of the
participants are not college students, as summer jobs and other
commitments generally interfere
with the opportunity to travel. A
e.

J

--

-.

-

--

i

9--

The men got off to a shaky start
at Denison but rebounded to finish
a very respectable third place.
Case Western won the Relays with
96 points, followed by Denison (83),
wooster (63). Alleghany (55), Ken
yon (45), OWU (39) and Oberlin
(36). The shuttle hurdles man
aged the men's only first place
nnisn. The meet, though, was not a
total loss by any means, as Penney
was quick to point out "The men

are getting better, they are learn
ing what it takes to win. They
started poorly but got better. An
encouraging sign, definitely in the
right direction." The men are look
ing forward to this weekend, especially the sprinters, as they will
head to Akron to face some very
good competition, featuring 1984
Olympic bronze medalist. Thomas
Jefferson. Looking ahead to the
men's chances in the Conference
meet, Penney thinks they will be
very competitive. "If they continue
to work hard, they have a good shot
at it A total team effort will give
us that little bit extra that just may
do it for us."

3-- 6,

6-- 4.

6-- 3,

6--

6-- 2,

4-- 6,

6--

8--

7-- 6,

6-- 2.

5--

8-- 1.

3-- 6.

5--

8-- 1,

5--3,

7-- 2.

9--

2.

7-- 3.

Baseball
Streak

Grand Canyon trip

33-foot-l- ong

-- 1

9--

Denison (31). "An outstanding
job", recalls coach Penney, "I just
can't say enough about them!"
First place finishes were the order
of the day and included Angie Women's track team, a heinous act
Horetta in the shot; Mary Beth
Bentler, javelin; Pat Smanik, Coach Penney was very pleased
1500m; Katie Keller, 800m; Univar with the sprinters, "It's probably
Bukhala, sprints; Linda Steven- the toughest competition they'll
son, 3000m and 5000m; and Lisa face all year until Conference."
Diamond, 400m. "And I can't forget
Last weekend was the NCAC
the jumpers", says Penney, "the Relays, held at Denison, and both
jumpers did a great job." The teams performed well. The women
jumpers include Rowena Tan, high took home a first place finish with
jump and Holly Halterman, triple 116 points outdistancing OWU, who
jump and 100m hurdles. An out- finished second with 108. In third
standing performance by the womwas Denison (60), followed by Ken-yo- n
(30) and Ober-li- n
en and what Coach Penney calls "a
(12). First place finishes includtotal team effort."
ed the triple jump relay, 800m
Not to be outdone, the men travmedley relay, the distance medley
elled to Ohio Wesleyan on Saturrelay, shuttle hurdles, the 3200m
day, April 6 and defeated OWU
Highlighting the win was the out- relay and the 1600m relay. Coach
standing job done by the field Penney was obviously pleased, "A
events people. Recalls coach Pen- great job. A total team effort and
ney, "It was the first time in a long that's the key to a relay meet
time since we have won every field Really an outstanding performevent." Contributing to the out- ance." Looking down the road to
standing effort were Tony Adams the Conference meet, Penney
in the shot; Mark Eveleth, javelin; thinks they, have a good chance to
Rich Carmel, shot and discus; Bill win. "It'll take a lot of effort but I
Dixori, discus; and John Mead, like our chances. I don't want to
high jump. The middle distance foresee because that leads to extra
also did well, as did the sprinters. pressure. We are fortunate to have
Middlers included Scott Mellor, no major injuries and we are just
Chuck Brady, and Todd Fach. now getting everybody healthy."

su-fac-

A
w wonr in nrecc thn Srntttas
The College of Wooster's Tennis
Team has had a shaky start this had defeated Muskingham College
season but may be able to turn for their first win of the season.
The- CflllPPP
Wnn,a,'
things around.
Man 0
w
wwwvv a m acu
o nf
The Scotties started off their Tennis team seems to be heading
season March 30 against perennial toward another season, of success.
powerhouse Wittenberg University. The Scots had
Freshman Kirsten Patton, playing spring training trln. pnmnilinff a
in the number one singles spot, was record of
the bright spot of the day. She The Scots wasted nn timo ihnw.
played well, against a more ex- ling the rest of the NCAC just what
perienced opponent and later team luiey naa learnea aown soutn as
ed up with sophomore Jodi Turley uiey stomped on Kenyon and John
for number one doubles. They were Carrol by identical 0 scores. They
able to send sets to the tiebreaker, then went on to blank Ashland,
The Scots were defeated bv Toledo.
but could not produce a victory.
On April second, the Women Net-The weekend of April
ters completely surprised by a
the
reborn Akron University squad. Scots took second place in the
GLCA Tournament, which was wnn
Wooster Coach Jean Olderman ex
plained "the Zips are a new team by the powerful Kalamazoo College
from last year. They were very ex- neiiers.
Number one singles player Bob
plained against us, much stronger
than we had expected." J a ton was Savitt had a 2 record mine in to
the only Scottie that was able to the tournament and finished sec
ond. Jeff Boca was victorious in
disposeof her opponent winning
Freshman Dawn Crownover GLCA play,' and now has a 5
took her opponent to 3 sets but ended record, as does number three play1
er Gary Peterson. Number four
up on the short side of a
score. Senior Jenny Keller was able piayer uoug Hart has an 5
to go all the way to tiebreaker in her record.
first set but also came up short
Florida Institute of Technology
In doubles play, Turley and Pat-to- n was
first victim, falling 4
forced their opponent to a After the
a loss to Emory University,
in
tiebreaker
the second set but
Scots came back and romped
could not secure a victory for the the
They then dropped
on Tampa,
Scotties.
After
Florida Southern,
April 6 saw the Scotties playing one to however,
really
Scots
the
that
host for the Great Lakes College began to roll. They defeated Stet
Association's Tournament Turley,, son,
and Universi-- I
Leo's
Crownover and Patton all played tyof the St
South,
well for the Scotties, but it. was
apparent that they are suffering from In doubles action, the number
the .loss of three starters from last bne team of Savitt and Peterson
The number two team of
years squad, including their number &re
oca and Hart are
one singles player.
on April 11. the scotties piayea
As this issue went to press, the
host to Oberlin. a match that Coach men
had just defeated the visiting
Olderman had predicted might present the Scotties with some difficul Oberlin tennis team. Details of thatl
ty. Wooster did eventually end up on match and others will appear in the
next issue of the Voice.
the short end of the stick.

few who have gone have formed a

"special cameraderie" among
themselves. This year all the open by MARY DOUGLAS
ings for the trip except the last one.
just recently been announced which
After having their first six games
runs from July
filled up cancelled due to the bad weather.
quickly. Each trip consists of 36 the women's softball team opened
people.
its season with a double header
"The Grand Canyon has an at against Baldwin -- Wallace College
traction for anyone even slightly Coach Stockham was pleased with
interested in geology
and it is a the team's overall performance
tremendous sight whether von although going into the games she
know or appreciate any geology at was somewhat worried about field
ail. Much has been written and position changes due to first
many pictures have been taken, but basemen Karen Johnson's injury.
I try to tell persons on our trips that
In the first game Shelly Voigt pit
one of the greatest disappointments ched a two bitter with two strike outs
of the trip is that 'you can't really and one walk. Other fine perten anyone about the Canyon .. formances were put in by Pam Hor-to- n
about what has happened to you ..
(who went 2 for 2 and scored two
about what you have experienced runs), Dina Da jahni (who went 2 for
in the Canyon,"' Cropp said at the 3 RBI's), and Lynn Neal (who went 3
convocation.
for 3, RBI's). Wooster defeated
"The best parts, as far as I'm Baldwin Wallace 13-concerned, are when you get away
While not playing as well in the sefrom the river itself," Cropp said. cond game, Wooster managed to
"I consider the river transportation slide by Baldwin Wallace for a 4
to see rocks .. No one can see all of win. Voigt was the winning pitcher
it in a lifetime. As Jim Hall says, with one walk. In the seventh inning
With the bases
the Canyon is infinite.'"
tied Wooster
With openings still available for loaded and no one out, Wooster
the fourth trip, interested parties scored the tying run and Baldwin
should contact F.W. Cropp or Janet Wallace walked in the winning run.
Schellhose. The trip costs $925,
On Sunday, April 14. the team
which includes all expenses during played Walsh College losing both
games4-0and2-the journey. .

--

'
-

21-2- 9,

)iapMltafir jrCVTM

.

2.

Dawn Crownover playing for Wooster's women's tennis team. Photo

by Mark Beaven

.

-

-

.301 GrantSt.
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Vic President
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Lacrosse Teams

Sotftflbcall
ARY DOUGLAS
With a 1 record thus far, the
Wooster baseball team is looking
ahead to a succesful season. On Fri- Iday, April 5, Wooster defeated
R. Piscetta ana u.
Muskingum
Wiley pitched will whfle John

Improve Records

3--

and Mt. Union

17-- 3,

co-capt-ain

co-n-

15-1- 2.

12-1- 0.

8-- 6,

5-- 4,

6.

Wooster Lacrosse team at recent

meet

at 11:30. Just pick up those sticks
tear 'em up this weekend.

and

Last weekend proved to be a
tough one for both the men's and
women's teams. The men's team
lost to Notre Dame and Lake Forest and the women's team lost to
Ohio Wesleyan and Ball State and

Earlham. Although the men's lacrosse team lost to Notre Dame
they held the line as best they could
only losing by five goals,
a
good performance against Notre
Dame, but they didn't stand as
firm against Lake Forest when
they lost 16-15-1- 0,

8.

Out New IMcfo Gmet Pnzza

Tiry

"1

10"
PIZZA

i

23-- 1

Jim Applegate
With
leading the nation with over 60
o
points this season along with
doubt given the team a badly
needed morale boost that will hopefully carry them to a successful
remaining season. Their next game
1
is against Ohio State at home this
weexena Deginning at i:3U.
The result of the women's lacrosse game against Kenyon last
Saturday was just like the snowy
weather ... unexpected! The loss to
Kenyon,
came as a shock to
both demanding spectators and
players. According to coach Terri
captains Highfield and Delange
close behind. This team could have
turned the tides on this season.
These three consecutive wins have

7-- 6

i

Ashland
9-- 8,

Pickering was the star ox tne aay,
according to Coach Pettorini. with
two hits. On Saturday, April 5, they
faced Kenyon in a double header.
in the
Winning in extra innings
first game, the cold, windy weather
hindered their performance in the
second. They were defeated

9--

c

13"
PIZZA

8

I0

0
0

Buy One

1

Get One

"1

16"
PIZZA

1

I0

Buy One

Buy One.

Get One

Get One

0
0

FUSEE

0

a
a
a

FUSEE

I0

a
a

a

0

o
0

0

0

u00

EXPRESS
ONE COUPON
PIZZA

--

pa

EXPRESS

EXPRESS
ONE COUPON
PIZZA

re

.J L..

0

,J3

2Lor
Popoi

Pepsi

S-J-

j
3

D

ONE COUPON
PER PIZZA

16 oz.
1

peo-

man ple at new positions",
somenavigational crew of Coach Mirangi what responsible for thewere
of
outcome
and T.J. have hit some fine sailing
weather after a period of doldrums last week's game. Cold and wet
that seemed to plague the begin- weather also seemed to dampen the
ning of their season. Two victories, morale and motivation of the play
their

just weren't enough for the athletes ers. But rather than justifying loss
who went on to crush Kenyon this let's look to the future and the
week
bringing their tally to 34 hnin ffmmm affainct Oberlin and
Allegheny on Saturday, beginning
... a job well done!

8-- 1.

This past weekend was a busy one
for the team. On Friday, April 12,
they played Heidelburg College and
They followed
defeated them
Saturday with a double header,
gomg up against Ohio Wesleyan
University. Losing the first game
Wooster came back to win the second 16-- On Sunday the team again
played two games against OWU,
winning both with scores of 5 and

By TIM STANSFIELD

It looks as though the men's Proedehl, "Injuries and trying
lacrosse team with
two

4 Pes. Chicken.
3 Jojos, Cole Slew,
RcUj & Cutter
1 16 ox. Pepsi

t

expeess:
264-8- 5

15

College Hills Shopping Center

Free Delivery

.-

-

25

595

0 Pee. Chicken,
6 Jo)os, Cole Cteer.
Rolls & Better,

Oae 2 Liter Pepsi

r

f
I
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THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
CULTURAL CALENDAR

DateTime

APRIL 8
EXHIBIT: Photography by Penny Rakoff. Hours: .,
Mon.-Fr- i.
p.m.;
9 a.m.-1- 2
noon and
5
p.m. No charge.
21-2-

Thru

Sat.-Sun-

1-4- :30

Place

Apr. 25

Art Museum
Lower Gallery

Thru

Lowry Center

2--

EXHIBIT: "Somewhere Between The Two," oil
paintings by Ed Glynn. Hours: 7 a.m. midnight.
No charge.

Apr. 25

--

EXHIBIT AND SALE: "Functional
1985." Hours above. No charge.

.

Ceramics

EXHIBIT: Senior Independent Study art exhibit
by Frank Hazzola of Newton, Mass. Hours: Mon.-Fr- i.
p.m.; Sat 10 a.m. 12 p.m.; Sun. 12
8 a.m.-1- 2
noon-1- 0
p.m. No charge.

MacKenzie Gallery
Severance Art Building

Thru
May

5

Apr.

21-2-

Apr.

by Wayne

6

Art Museum
Upper Gallery

4

21

p.m.

Mackey Hall

MATH COLLOQUIUM: "What is the probability
1 over n Converges?" by Barbara
that E
Heim an. No charge.

Apr. 22
6:30 p.m.

Lowry Center
Room 119

ILM: "Toula," sponsored by Black Studies and
French Department. No charge.

Apr. 22

Mateer Auditorium

LECTURE: "Archaeology on the Edge of the
Ocean: Excavations at Mirobriga. Portugal" by
William R. Biers, professor of art history and
archaeology at the University of MissouriColumbia. No charge.
SENIOR RECITAL: Shelley Sanders, organ, of
Pensacola. Fla. No charge.

Apr. 22

p.m.

7:30

p.m.

8

Apr.
7:30

22

p.m.

CONVOCATION: "I.S. Therefore I Am," a
comment on the Independent Study expe
rience by John Wilkinson of Worthington ana
Steven Price of Perkasie, Pa. No charge.

Apr.

LECTURE: "Remembering the Holocaust" by
actor lecturer Robert Clary. No charge.
SENIOR COMPOSITION RECITAL by Karl Hen- ning of Wayne, N.J. No charge.

Apr.

ART EXHIBIT: "Contemporary Approach to Im
Hours 7
pressionism" by Janice Lentz-Hatca.m. midnight, daily, wo cnarge.

Apr.

SPOTLIGHT SHOWCASE: Peter "Madcat" Ruty
blues, jazz and folk music. No charge.

Apr.

CONCERT: Bach B Minor Mass by Concert Choir
and Wooster Symphony Orchestra, Dale Moore,
director. Admission.

Apr. 27

CONCERT: Scot Band directed by Nancy Ditmer.
No charge.

Apr.

SENIOR RECITAL by Elizabeth Perry, organ, of
Wooster. No charge.

Apr. 28

ART EXHIBIT: Senior Independent Study Group
Show. Hours above. No charge.

Apr.

light-heart-

ed

1985-8- 6

Campus Council Scholarship
Operating Expenses
Honoraria (see detailed below)
Judicial Board
.

94.190
250
3,500
120

$8,060

--

SENIOR COMPOSITION RECITAL:
Huck of Ellwood City. Pa. No charge.

Budget For

11

23

a.m.

7:30

Apr.
8:15

23

p.m.
25

p.m.
25-3- 0

Lean Lecture Room
WishartHall

McGaw Chapel

Mateer Auditorium

7,100

Black Students' Association

107.50

Gospel Choir

International Students' Association
Jewish Students' Association
Men's Volleyball Club
Newman Campus Community
Pre-L- a
w Students ' Associa Hon
Publications Committee
Student Activities Board
Student Government Association
Wooster Christian Fellowship
Women's Resource Center

500
450

50
15,000

32,272.50
13,560
450

2.200
$83,BM

Honoraria
SAB Chairperson
Voice Ed'for
Index Editor
Voice SUfI
BSA President
ISA Chairperson
WRC Chairperson
SGA President
SGA

9600
600
400

200
200
200
200
200
200

200
200
200

Vice-Preside- nt

Judicial Board Chairperson
Judicial Board Secretary
Campus Council Chairperson
Campus Council Secretary

$3,500

Freedlander Theatre
Mackey Hall
Lowry Center

h.

--

8:30
8:15

3

26

p.m.
p.m.
28

p.m.

7:30

Mom's Truck Stop

THE WOOSTER INN

Lowry Center

McGaw Chapel

264-23-

Ext. 2237

41

Only a block away from campus for
a world of difference. Let us pamper
you at affordable prices.

McGaw Chapel
McGaw Chapel

p.m.
28-M- ay

13

Monday
Art Museum

Breakfast
Lunch

Lowry Gallery

Dinner

Breakfast
Dinner

Saturday
11 a.m.
7 a.m.
2 p.m.
11 a.m.
8 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

Sunday
7 a.m.
11:30 a.m.

11

a.m.

8 p.m.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE WITH MEAL TICKET

Lr

u

